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Co-based amorphous magnetic materials with composition C08o_xFexBIOSilO (x = 0,

2, 4 and 6) have been prepared by melt spinning technique as a possible soft

magnetic material. These specimens have been checked for their amorphousity by

X-ray diffraction. Magnetostriction as a secondary effect, which plays one of the

most important roles in determining the magnetic characteristics like coercivity,

initial permeability, remanance etc. have been studied by straingauge technique

using a Wheatstone Bridge in out of balance condition. The effect of composition

and temperature on magnetostriction have been measured with a sensitivity of 10-6

as fractional strain. Since magnetostriction arises from spin orbit coupling such

that a ferromagnetic material spontaneously develop lattice distortion in order to

reduce magnetic anisotropy energy, the value of magnetostriction provide

information regarding the magnetoelastic interaction of a magnetic material. Its

importance is not only technological because low magnetostriction is related to

low constrain in domain wall movement and hence higher permeability, but also of

theoretical interest. Amorphous material in its perfect isotropic form should not

have magnetic anisotropy and also magnetostriction but due to the mechanism

used in the production of amorphous ribbons there is a strain induced anisotropy

and an associated magnetostriction. The strain arises due to the tension along the

length of the ribbon which the specimen is subjected to during the preparation of

the ribbons. In this alloy system, the magnetic elements Iron and cobalt have

positive and negative magnetostriction respectively their pure crystalline forms. It

is observed that with the substitution of iron for cobalt magnetostriction has

decreased gradually, which shows that iron atom has cancelled out part of the

negative magnetostriction due to cobalt atoms. This result although quiet

interesting in showing that one can tailor amorphous materials in respect of their



magnetostrictions and hence magnetic softness by adjusting the proportions of

elements having opposite magnetostrictions, can not be deduced theoretically.

Because magnetoelastic effect is a property of the structure of the material and not

of its chemical composition only. Our experimental finding is therefore very

important in establishing a relation and a guideline for preparing magnetically soft .

amorphous material. Only one sample was without iron which gave maximum

negative magnetostriction value. For other samples there is monotonous decrease

of magnetostriction with increasing iron substitution, maximum value is -21.519 x

1O~for composition COso_xFexBJOSiJO (x = 2) and minimum value is -14.308 x 1O~

for composition C08o-xFexBIOSilO (x = 6). Maximum value for magnetostriction at

liquid nitrogen temperature is -26.302 x 1O~ for composition C08o_xFexBIOSiJO

(x = 2) for minimum value is -16.174 x 1O~ for composition C08o_xFexBJOSiJO

(x = 6). Thermal expansion measurements have also been carried out by

straingauge technique which shows that amorphous state give rise to lower thermal

expansion coefficient because of lower anharmonicity of the atomic vibrations in

this system.
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1.1 Introduction '~c"i,ff.-;&
Amorphous alloys, some times called metallic glasses or glassy metals, have

received much attention in the last two decade due to their interesting properties

and their applicability in new devices. The notion was thoroughly vindicated by

1960, the year when Duewazll.l] demonstrated that, by using the new technique

of splat cooling, it was possible to prepare certain alloys in an amorphous state.

In precisely this way the current interest in metallic glass was born. The subject

is of interest to physicists, materials scientists, and electrical or electronic

engineers. To physicists the attraction lies in seeing how the absence of crystal

structure modifies collective magnetic phenomena, which are mainly governed

by short range interactions. Materials scientists are interested in the spectrum of

new materials produced by this method capable of yielding microscopically

homogeneous alloys of compositions unattainable in crystals, and the new

possibilities of tailoring the magnetic properties as desired. Electronic and

electrical engineers will be drawn by the possible uses they can make of metallic

glasses in electronic or power applications.

It was believed for many years that because of the lack of atomic ordering

ferromagnetism could not exist in amorphous solids. However, in 1960

Gobanoyll.2]predicted the possible existence of ferromagnetic ordering in non

crystalline solids on the basis of theoretical analysis. The first report of an

amorphous metallic alloy appears to have been made by Brennetl.3]. The present

interest in amorphous metals research stems from reports by Duewazl1.4]on the

preparation technique of amorphous metallic alloys. Miroshnichenko and SalIi1
1
.
5
]

almost simultaneously reported a device for preparing amorphous materials

spreading alloy samples in liquid stage between two mutually approaching

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

pistons. The theoretically expected ferromagnetic behavior in amorphous solids

was first demonstrated by Mader and Nowick[1.6]in their works on vacuum

deposited Co-Au alloys.

Amorphous states for pure metals like Fe, Co, Ni etc are obtained only at

extremely low temperature, whereas this disorder in the amorphous state is more

complex than that in the crystalline alloy. The disorder can be classified into two

types - one is structural disorder which is lack of periodicity in the atomic

arrangements and the other is chemical disorder in which the chemical

composition losses its periodicity. The macroscopic quantities which are the

average of properties in the atomic scale are more perturbed by structural

disorders that interfere with each other. The effects of each kind on physical

properties are difficult to isolate. There is no theory developed to explain the

thermal irreversible behavior of magnetization in amorphous magnetic alloys. In

the present work attempts are made to describe the unusual character of the

thermodynamic parameters in amorphous ribbons using a theoretical model

developed by B.T. Cong[1.7]for disordered localized Ising spin lattice. Recently

soft magnetic amorphous alloys have been developed and they are used for the

magnetic cores of switched-mode power supplies, magnetic recording heads and

other devices by T. Miyakazki et. aIYS] and O-Komoto et. at. [1.9J.Most of the

amorphous material useful for these applications are manufactured from CO-

based amorphous ribbons as reported by H. Fujimori et. al.[1.10]with nearly zero

magnetostriction. On the other hand Fe-based amorphous ribbons is reported by

H. Warliment et. alYll
] M. A. Asgar and 8.8. 8ikder et. al.[I.12)are excellent in

the higher saturation flux density, but they are inferior in the soft magnetic

properties in comparison with Co-based amorphous ribbons.

2
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Chapter I Introduction

In the past few years there have been a large contribution to both theoretical and

experimental results on amorphous magnetic alloys. Many series of alloys have

now been reported which are composed of transition metal alloys with a wide

variety of metalloids. Zero magnetostrictive alloys have been reported in Fe-Co

system. The study of the effect of the electron donar characteristics of the

metalloids on magnetization and Curie temperature have led to the development

of high moment and high Curle temperature alloys. The studies of the

mechanisms responsible for the low temperature embrittlement and magnetic

anneal insteability have led to the prediction and preparation of alloys of

appropriate compositions possessing greatly improved stability.

The Literature on magnetostriction of amorphous alloys is not very extensive.

Simpson et. a\.[l.Il]prepared C091P9by electrodes deposition and reported a value

of linear magnetostriction of 4.3 x 10-6for the as deposited alloy. This value of

magnetostriction increased on annealing without destroying the amorphous

nature of the material. The single phase crystalline alloy developed by further

annealing had a value of A. of 11 x 10-6 Sherwood[1.I4]reported on the

magnetostriction within the ternary region of the transition metals for roller

quenched amorphous ribbon with composition (Fe-Ne-Co)75PIJ3iAll. A zero

magnetostrictive composition occurred at (Feo.04COo.96)75P\J3iAh. This has

approximately A. = 0 in crystalline alloys i.e. FesC092.Magnetostriction was also

studied by AraiII.l5]in three series of amorphous alloys Feso-xNixP13C7(o~ x ~

40), (Fe\.xCox)soP13C7( 0 ::;x::; 0.7) and (Fel.xCo.)75Si1sB70( 0.75 ::;x < 1). In

these ribbons the values of A.s were found to be not quite isotropic. The values of

A., decreased nearly monotonically with increase in Ni from 31 x 10-6 for

FesoB19C7to 15 x 10-6for Fe4oNi4oP\lC7'In Fe-Co system the magnetostriction

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

went through zero near 96 at % Co. The magnetostrictions of the complete series

of (Fe-Ni)soB2o and (Fe-Co)soB20 amorphous alloys were also reported by

O. Handley[1.I6].However the effect annealing on magnetostriction of amorphous

Fe-B system were also reported by M. A. Asgar and S. S. Sikder[1.I7J•

The use of amorphous magnetic ribbons in devices is attractive for many reasons

v:..erealso repeated by A. Hernando et. al.[I.IS]and H. K. Lachowiez et. al.[1.I91.

Among the applications are several that make use of the particularly strong

magnetostrictive and magnetoelastic properties of suitable ribbons, together with

their very good soft magnetic properties. In order to understand how the material

will behave in such devices it is useful to have simplified models of the material

that allow the calculation of the magnetostrictive response and elastic modulus as

functions of the applied field. The magnetoelastic behaviors can be deduced from

the magnetostriction and the domain structure as reported by S. Chika Zumi[1.20].

When annealing temperature was increased, the observed magnetostriction

values for a particular field and also the saturation magnetostriction

corresponding to the highest field needed, decreased. The results are explained in

terms of strain induced anisotropy as pointed out by Predeeki et. al. [1.21]

Cohen[1.22J,Hara[1.231,Luborsky et. al.[1.24Jand Egami et. al.[1.25J•

A study of the high field magnetostriction on single crystal of Nd2Fel4B has been

previously reported by P. A. Algarabel et. al. [1.26]and their some linear

combinations of magnetostrictive irreducible symmetry strains could be singled

out, representing strictions of crystal field (CEF). Also a preliminary study of the

magnetostriction in some polycrystalline compounds can be found in

M. R. Ibarra et. al. [1.27J.In relation to the observation of a spontaneous volume

magnetostriction Le. the magnetic contribution to the thermal expansion below
4



Chapter 1 Introd"ction

the Curie temperature, there exists a study made by Buschon and Grossingetl.28)

on polycrystalline samples and also one on a single crystal of Y2Fel4B are

reported by D. Givord et. al.(129),where clear difference in Ihe anomalous

thermal expansions was observed along the a and c symmetry axes. The strain

dependences

L('!-')( &If'" ) == 0)2(0) (with M F'(O)= 29.9/-1B If .11.)
; c; O'lna, MFe(O)

where aj are the tetragonal lattice constants, Cj the effective elastic constants and

nFeFeIhe mean field exchange constant within the Fe sublaUice.Also included are

the curie temperature, Teas obtained from the invar peak anomaly in the thermal

exponsion co-efficient. The Grlineisen constant ko(in k-4) used in filling of linear

thermal expansion (r).

Increased attention is being given to the production of wide ribbons and the

preparation of amorphous ribbons for particular applications and for

understanding the origin of the extrinsic properties. Although the primary effect

like exchange interaction is important in understanding Ihe co-operative

magnetism like Ferri, Ferro and antiferromagnetic materials, the real

characteristics of technical magnetic materials can be controlled by secondary

effects like the magnetic anisotropy, magnetostriction, domain structure etc. The

secondary effects are dependent on spin orbit interaction and as such on Ihe

atomic arrangement, crystal structure, elastic deformation, size effect etc. The

magnetic softness and hardness can be controlled affectedly by changing Ihe

magnetic anisotropy and magnetostriction which arises from the crystal

anisotropy and magnetoelastic interaction. In order to obtain magnetically sofi

materials one has to reduce magnetic anisotropy and magnetostriction as happens .

5



Chapter 1 Introduction

in Fe-Si alloys used as transformer material. Amorphous ribbons which become a

potential sol1 magnetic malerials for high frequency uses, therefore needs 10 be

studied in respect of the secondary effects of which magnetostriction is one of

the mosl importanl paramelers.

The present research involves magnetostriction and thermal expansion of

amorphous ribbons of the series Fe90.xSixBlO[x = 10, and 8] and Coso_xFexBlOSilO

[ x = 0, 2, 4 and 6] to see the effect of composition on these important

parameters.

1.2 Application of Amorphous Ribbon

The class of amorphous TM-M alloys with TM = Fe, Co or Ni and M = B, P, C,

AI or Si have received much allenlion for lheir magnetic properties favorable for

various technical devices such as power generators, transformer, magnetic head,

and magnetic shield elc. The suitabilily of amorphous ribbons as magnetic.

materials are determined both by its static and dynamic properties. For suitable

applicalion of amorphous ribbons besides the magnetic properties the

temperature coefficient of thermal expansion, the stability of the ribbons as

metallic glass and cost of malerials need 10 be considered. The properties.

available in the amorphous ribbons cover a wide range by changing alloy

composition and heal trealmenl, as has been discussed. The properlies are easily

varied by changing the induced anisotropy. The wide range of dc and ac

properties provide characteristics suilable for difTerenl types of applications.

Generally amorphous ribbons are characterized by a high electrical resistivity,

high mechanical strength, good corrosion resistance, the absence of crystalline
6



Chapter 1 Introduction

anisotropy, structural defects and grain boundaries due to the noncrystalline state.

The magnetic properties such as saturation flux density, Curie temperature,

magnetostriction and induced anisotropy can be controlled by the alloy

composition and a subsequent thermal lrealmenl. The Fe-based amorphous

ribbon exhibit the highest saturation flux density and the Co-based amorphous

ribbons are characlerized by low magnetostriclion, very high permeabililies and

low magnetic losses.

Amorphous ribbons with high BrlBs are practically suited to devices such as

switch cores, high gain magnelic amplifiers and frequency inverters and

transformers where hystereses and eddy current losses need to be minimized. The

high electrical resisli vily and the small thickness of the mell-quenched ribbons

lead to low eddy current losses. The low hysteresis losses, results and very low

core losses are needed for power e1eclronics at high frequencies. For application

in small electronic devices, the amorphous ribbons have somewhat poorer

respect of losses and permeabilities than the conventional Fe-Ni-B ribbon, but

are a better than the Fe-Co-B-Si and Fe-B-Si ribbons in these respect. The design

optimization requires the lower cost of the amorphous ribbons, their higher

induction compared to the Fe-Ni-B ribbons or their lower losses compared to the

Fe-Co-B-Si, Fe-Si-B and the Fe-Ni-B at higher frequencies. Co-based

amorphous ribbons are also suitable soft magnetic materials for magnetic

shielding due to their high permeability. Amorphous ribbons have many refined

applications like development of magnetic bubbles for computer memory,

amorphous supper conductors ele.

Research for the understanding and development of amorphous ribbon can thus

be very useful.

7



Chapter 1

1.3 Organization of theWork

Introduction

The present work is aimed at the experimental determination of magnetostriction

and heat treatment on amorphous iron cobalt ribbon is presented. The samples

collected were as prepared.

The problems associated with strain gauge technique as applied to thin magnetic

ribbons are discussed, magnetostriction measurements as a function of applied

field are evaluated for its dependence on temperature to see the effect of heat

treatment on the domain structure affecting magnetostriction.

The differential thermal analysis of the thin ribbon was taken to fmd the
anomalies in the temperature versus time curve at the Curie temperature, glass _

transition temperature and crystalization phase transformation.

There are two phases in our work. These are as follows:

(a) Development and calibration of equipment which include.

(i) Setting and calibration of an electromagnet.
(ii) Construction of DC Bridge.
(iii) Construction of specimen holder.
(iv) Construction of a Rotator for the measurements of angular

position of specimen.
(v) Calibration of vibrating sample mangetometer.

(b) The use of strain gauge technique for the measurement of
magnetostriction of amorphous iron-cobalt ribbons.
(i) Measurements as function of field at room temperature.
(ii) Measurements as a function oftemperature.
(iii) Thermal expansion of different samples.

8
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Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

2.1 An overview of Amorphous Metallic Ribbons

Amorphous metallic ribbons, some times called metallic glasses or glassy metal.

These metallic glasses are characterized by a structural disorder where each atom

constitutes a structural unit. The magnetic properties of amorphous ribbon are

strongly affected by the bond and chemical disorder causing a distribution in the

magnetic moments and exchange interaction. Thus amorphous ribbon in which

nearest neighbor central forces dominate from structures similar to the random

packing of hard spheres. The principal order present is imposed by the roughly

constant separation of nearest neighbors. Other types of order may be directional

ordering due to magnetic or stress annealing. The first report of an amorphous

metallic alloy appears to have been made by Brenner et al[2.11.In this work they

electro-deposited nickel-phosphorus alloys, observing only one broad diffuses

peak in the X-ray scattering pattern in the non-magnetic high phosphorus alloys.

The present- great interest in amorphous metallic glass in 1960 by Dcwez et. aI.

[2.21 in the same year Gobonov[2.31 predicted the possible resistance of

ferromagnetic ordering in non crystalline solids on the basis of theoretical

analysis. The interest in amorphous materials is increasing steadily for

technological application and scientific understanding. A real technological

interest developed after Pond and Maddin in 1969[2.41reported on the preparation

of continuous ribbons of amorphous alloys. The theoretically expected retention

of ferromagnetic behavior in amorphous solids was first demonstrated by Moder

and Nowick in 1965[2.5Jin their works on vacuum deposited Co-Au alloys and

soon there after by Tsuei and Duwez in 1966[2.6Jin their works on split-cooled

Pd-20 at % Si containing some ferromagnetic element partially substituted for

the Pd.

9
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Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

Amorphous states of pure metals like Fe, co, Ni etc can be obtained only at a

very low temperature. Alloys of these metals with glass forming materials can be

obtained in the amorphous state by cooling the melt at a relatively lower rate of

million degrees per second which can remain in the metastable state oven an

extended range of temperature. Two important classes of amorphous magnetic

materials are being studied intensively in recent time. They are the transition

metal metalloid (TM.M) glass and the rare.earth transition metal glass (RE-TM)

ed b T M. h.[2.7) R Albe I[2.S)E M G (2.9) d G Sreport y. IZOZUCI ,. n et. a . , . . yorgy an ..

Cargil1(2.l0).TM.M glasses are stable for composition around 75-80% ofTM (Fe,

Co, Ni etc or in their combinations) and 25-20% of the metal10id (P, C, Si, B or

in their combinations).

Typical composition for RE-TM glass is RE33 - TMti7where RE is one of the

heavier rare-earth metals like Gd, Th, Dy, Y etc and TM is one of the 3d

transitions metals like Fe, Co or Ni Recently the metal10ids in TM-M glass are

replaced by non.magnetic metals like Zr, Hf etc by T. Masurnoto et al(2.1I).The

new amorphous and metastable alloys prepared by such techniques were used in

the early works to explore the many possibilities opened up by these new rapid

quenching technique.

2.2 The Structure of an Amorphous Alloy

The structure of amorphous al10ys have been given by Cargil1(2.12)and also a

detail discussion is given by Asgwl2.13] and S. S. Sikdef2.14). An amorphous

materials has no long range order and the co-relation that exist must be of short

10



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

range order in the sense that certain values of the interatomic distance 'Yare more

common than others. There is a continuous transition from amorphous via nearly

crystalline, involving nanocrystals to the microcrystalline structure depending on

composition preparation process and the conditions for local atomic ordering.

The stability increases with the number of components in an amorphous ribbon.

The disorder can be classified into two types following Alben et. al. (1977iz.15J•

(1) Structural disorder - lack of periodicity in atomic arrangement and

(2) Chamical disorder - tack of periodicity in chemical environment.

The chemical species and relative positions of the nearest neighbors of an atom

are thus randomly altered in a chemically disordered solid. The amorphous

structure can be studied by means of X-ray, electron and neutron diffraction as

well as by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements by

Cargill III in 1975b[Z.l61• The amorphous structures do not show any sharp

diffraction peaks due to the absence of long range periodicity.

The structural arrangement of the atoms in amorphous solids can be given in

terms of a radial distribution function. For identical atoms this describes the

average number of atoms at distance between r + dr from some chosen atom as

origin. This is averaged by taking each atom in tum as the origin. The average

number of atoms between spheres of radii r and r + dr. is then given by 41t rp(r)

dr, where p(r) is the atomic density.

The average distribution of atoms can be described by the radial - distribution

function (RDF) is sometimes presented in slightly different from

11



Chapter 1 The Structure and Preparation TechnUjue of Amorphous Ribbons

F(r) = 4nlp(r)

The number of atoms

"
N=4tr Jp(r)r2dr

"

(2.1)

(2.3)

between r1 and r2. It is convenient to use the reduced radial distribution function,

as G(r) = 4;rr (p(r) - Pol (2.3)

Po denotes the average atomic density. If we consider the density Po is constant

then
]

F(r) = 4trpor (2.4)

(2.5)

I

Since the density is constant so F(r) follows the parabolic distribution

W(r)= F(r) _ 41D'2 p(r) p(r)
41D'2 Po 41lT

2 Po 1'"

when p(r) = constant, then W(r) = I. Theoretical curve of the radial distribution

function as a function r is shown in figure 2. I .

I
I

F ( rl I
The recaion of shor..!....-...J

r'1 ng8 or der -I

••
Fig. 2.1: Short range order as a function of radial distance
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Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

The structure of an amorphous solid can be discussed on many levels. For

example, in terms of the external size and shape of the solid, in terms of cracks,

voids, inclusions, composition gradients and other heterogenetics resolvable by

optical microscopy or other technique.

Amorphous solid can be considered as a super cooled liquid. A metallic glass is

distinct from a liquid or a solid, because of its deviation from thermodynamic

equilibrium while both a melt and its corresponding crystalline phase have

minimum free energy, an amorphous materials because of its non equilibrium

state is at a higher values of free energy. Free energy as a function oftemperature

for a crystalline solid an amorphous solid and a liquid is shown in figure 2.2.

1
l.L

••••~.LA.

Liquid j

Tm
-Temperolure (T) --

Fig. 2.2: Free energy versus temperature curve.

Figure 2.3 shows the reduced glass transition temperature 't = Tgffm for

amorphous solids compared to crystalline solids. It is to be noted that for higher

values of't only glass formation is possible.

13



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

When a melt is cooled too rapidly, its viscosity and relaxation time increase to

the point where the internal equilibrium can no longer be maintained and the

equilibrium configuration become in accessible.

Two ways of solidification
(1) Crystalization process and

(2) By increasing Viscosity

- -;lY-
/

I
I

- - --

1

-
_ Reduced gloss transition temperature I:.

Fig. 2.3: Glass formation as a function of reduced glass transition temperature.

Mechanical hardness of the condensed matter is dependent on the viscosity such

that although amorphous materials structurally resemble a liquid state, their

viscosity become comparable to that of a solid and this determines the stability of

amorphous materials. Figure 2.4 represents the variation of viscosity of

amorphous materials with temperature.

14
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Fig. 2.4: Viscosity versus temperature curve.

2.3 Conditions for forming amorphous Material

It is very difficult to get pure metals in the amorphous state. It is necessary to add

glass fonning materials to pure metals or alloys to get the amorphous state and to

bring the cooling rate within a reasonable rate. Usually around 20% of glass

fonning materials like B, Si, P, C etc which have atomic radii relatively small

compare to these of metallic atoms and the glass fonning atoms occupy the voids

left between the bigger atoms of metals when they are closely packed. It can be

showed that when there is random close packing of hard spheres there is about

20% voids created between these atoms. The glass fonning materials which have

smaller atoms occupy these voids which explain the importance of the glass

fonning material in the preparation of an amorphous ribbons. The glass forming

material also reduces the melting point of the alloys and there by the separation
15
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between the glass forming temperature and the crystallization temperature is

reduced. In fact T/fm which is called the reduced glass transition temperature is

an important parameter determining the glass forming tendency of an alloy.

I~uleclic
I temperoture

5 B (Si)

l!. 20% liJI055 forming malerrals

t
•.
o
;;
••0.
E
~

t a.
:E ~ u~~ I Tg/Tm -0;
~.~.~ I

n l-- __ ~_c ---' ~

I
I
I

A(Pdl

Fig. 2.5: Compositional dependence of melting point.

I.

The more complex an alloy is greater is the possibility of forming the amorphous

state. This is because the arrangement of the atoms in the crystalline form of

complex system takes more time which means a greater relaxation time. The

presence of glass forming materials contributes to this complexity and there by

increases the relaxation time. The stability of a metallic glass is also increased

due to the presence of the glass forming material. Since a metallic glass is in a

metastable state the stability with respect to temperature is determine by the local

potential barrier produced by the disordered state of the amorphous material.

When T/fm is large the cooling rate needed for glass formation may be reduced.

this mean that critical velocity of the Copper disk can be reduced. The
16



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

dependence of reduced glass transition temperature and the phase diagram

indicating the dependence of melting point on composition of the melt is shown

in figure 2.5.

To increase the stability it is necessary to introduce some atoms of B, Si, or P

(i.e. atoms with smaller radius) in the matrix. From statistics we know that the

amorphous material has a porosity of 20% on the average therefore 'fMaoM20

(M = B, P, Si, C etc = 20% at atomic) is generaIly introduced to form a good

amorphous material. From figure 2.6 it is observed that the minimum linear

velocity of the drum is around 10m/min for preparation of an amorphous ribbon

by melt spinning technique.

•••-•••o
••>

This rec;Jion near the eutectic
~temperoture

------ -
Then good amorphous

-- Reduced gloss transition temperature ~

Fig. 2.6: Experimental values of critical velocity versus
reduced glass transition temperature.
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Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

2.4 Conditions necessary for Preparing Amorpbous Materials

In terms of viscosity and diffusion co-efficient we can find the condition for

fonnation of glass.
(i) For metals atomic bonding is metallic and the viscosity is lower

than diffusion co-efficient and mobility is high.

(ii) In the case of amorphous materials viscosity is very high and the

mobility and the diffusion co-efficient is low. Atomic bonds tend to

be covalent as in the case of Silicate (Si02)'

2.5 Preparation Tec:bnique of Amorpbous Ribbons

There are various techniques in use to produce a metallic alloy in arrangements

have no long range periodicity. The different experimental techniques developed

to produce amorphous metallic glass can be classified into two groups

(i) The atomic deposition methods, and

(ii) The fast cooling of the melt.

2.5.1 The atomic depositionmethods
Deposition can be described in terms of whether the added atom is prevented

from diffusing more than an atomic distance before it is fixed in position due to

cooling and increased viscosity. The atomic deposition methods include

condensation of a vapor on a cooled substrate by

18



Chapter:1 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

(a) Vacuum deposition

(b) Sputter deposition

(c) Electro deposition and

(d) Chemical deposition

2.5.2 The fast cooling of the melt.
For producing an amorphous state by any of the liquid quenching devices the

alloy must be cooled through the temperature range from the melting temperature

(Tm) to the glass transition temperature (Tg) very fast allowing no time for

crystallization. The factors controlling Tg and crystallization are both structural

and kinetic. The structural factors are concerned with atomic arrangement,

bonding and atomic size effects. The kinetic factors as discussed by TumbaU[2.17)

are the nucleation, crystal growth rate and diffusion rate compared to the cooling

rate. The interest in this method stems from the wide variety of alloys that can be

made as well as from the potential low cost of preparation. In the pioneering

work of Duwe"Ct.al.[2.18)a number of devices have been reported for obtaining

the necessary high quenching rates and for producing continuous filaments. The

methods using the principle of fast cooling of melt techniques are

(i) The gun technique
(ii) Single roller rapid quenching techniques
(iii) Double roller vapid quenching techniques
(iv) Centrifuge and rotary splat quencher techniques
(v) Torsion catapult techniques
(vi) Plasmat jet spray techniques
(vii) Filamentary casting techniques
(viii) Melt extraction techniques
(ix) Free jet spinning techniques
(x) The melt spinning techniques

19



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

Although the different methods used in preparing amorphous metal1icribbons are

mentioned here, only the single roller rapid quenching technique which was used

to prepare the specimens for the present work will be discussed.

2.5.3 Rapid quenching method
As shown in a schematic diagram in figure 2.7 the rapid quenching technique

apparatus consists mainly of a Copper roller, an induction heater and a nozzle.

The rol1er was driven by a variable speed motor via a tooth belt. The angular

velocity was 2000 rev.lmin. Use of log wheel rotation enable us to vary surface

velocity in the range 20 to 30 mls. The diameter of the Copper rol1erwas 10 em.

The use of Copper for the roller material was chosen for its good conductivity

and mechanical softness, which allowed cleaning and polishing to be carried out

easily. For room temperature work, it showed no contamination of the ribbon

from the roller material and the careful preparation of the surface was more

important than the material of the roller.

In this process one has to consider that vibration of the rol1er should be well

below the high frequency vibration of the melt puddle to avoid any influence of it

on the geometry and uniformity of the ribbon. One has to be careful and see that

the ribbon does not remain in contact with the surface of the rol1er for a whole

revolution and be hit, from the back. A bigger diameter is thus preferred for the

rol1er.The induction heater coil is made of hol1owcopper tubing which is cooled

simultaneously by circulating water through its inner hole. The shape and

diameter of the induction heater as also its winding is to be adjusted to produce

proper temperature gradient. This is to avoid, sudden cooling of the melt in its

way out of the crucible and blocking the nozzle. The quartz tubing having outer

20



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

diameter 20mm which is narrowed down conically to Imm with a hole for the

nozzle 0.1 to 0.2 mm.

To malor

Induction
... heate r """"'"

/

_. Prellure of
Argon Gas

High Frequency
Generator

Ribbon of amorphous melal

Cold Copper disk

Fig. 2.7: Thin layer of molten alloy intimate contract with the outer surface of
metallic rotor is quenched in to amorphous.

The nozzle geometry is selected to minimize the contraction in the cross-

sectional area of the molten zet as it leaves the nozzle orifice. Quartz tube is

suitable for repeated use in several successful runs and should be transparent to

21



Chapter 2 The Structure and Preparation Technique of Amorphous Ribbons

make the melting process visible. It should withstand the sudden fast changes in

temperature.

2.6 Experimental Details of the Preparation of Amorphous Ribbon

The amorphous ribbons are prepared in a furnace in an argon atmosphere (0.2 to

0.3 atoms). The buttons prepared are about 50 grams each. Care is taken to

ensure through mixing and homogeneity of the alloy composition by turning over

and remelting each button few times. The mother alloys which are formed in the

form of buttons in a furnace by sudden cooling and is then cut into small pieces

and is introduced in the quartz tube. The quartz tube is connected from the top by

the rubber '0' rings and metal rings to the argon cylinder through a valve and a

pressure gauge.

After proper cleaning of the roller surface and adjusting its speed to the desired

value, as measured by stroboscope, the induction furnace is powered using high

frequency generator. When the melting temperature is reached as observed

through a protective spectacle, the injection pressure is applied by opening the

pressure valve. To avoid the turbulence of the wind, arising from the high speed

of the roller in disturbing the melt puddle, cotton pad and metallic shield are

usually used just beneath the roller. To avoid oxidation of the ribbon during its

formation an inert atmosphere can be created around the roller by a slow stream

of helium gas.

The speed of the roller, the volumetric flow rate, the orifice diameter, the

substrate orifice distance;!:heinjection angle etc are adjusted by trial and error to

get the best result in respect of the quality and the geometry ofthe ribbons.
22
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1.6.1 Important fadors to control the thickness of ribboos.

(l) Rotating speed
(a) Angular velocity (J) = 2000 rev.lmin and

(b) surface velocity v = 20 m/s

(2) Gap between nozzle and rotating copper drum h = 100 to 150 J.1m

(3) Oscillation of the rotating copper drum both static and dynamic

have maximum displacement 1.5 to 5 J.1ffi.

(4) Pressure = 0.2 to 0.3 argon atmosphere
(5) Temperature of metals Tm - 1500oC. The temperature did not

exceed 18000C other wise quartz these would be melt.

(6) Stability was ensured for the drop in the surface of drum,

2.7 Fadors contributing to Glass Formation

There are three interrelated factors that determine glass forming tendency. These

are thermodynamic conditions that favor the liquid phase relative to the

crystalline phase, the kinetic conditions that inhibit crystallization and the

process factors that arise due to experimental conditions.

The thermodynamic factors for glass formation are liquidus temperature Tm at

which the alloy melts, the heat of vaporization and the free energy of all the

phase that arise or could potentially arise during solidification process. Viscosity

of the melt, the glass transition temperature Tg and the homogeneous nucleation

mte belongs to kinetic parameters. The glass transition tempemture is defined as

13
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the temperature at which the super cooled liquid takes on the rigidity of a solid or

more specifically at which the viscosity approaches 15 poise.

Processing parameters are the cooling rate, the heterogeneous nucleation rate and

the super cooling temperature interval. The temperature of the glass transition is

slightly dependent on the cooling rate. At each cooling rate the glass will freeze

in a different state of internal energy. This is shown in figure 2.8.

At the melting point Tm, the enthalpy H of a crystal includes latent heat of fusion

due to long range order. In the case of rapid cooling of the melt the free energy

decreases since long range order do not take place, thus leaving the system at a

higher energy state. Heat treatment, relaxation and stability are thus important

considerations in metallic glass. The glass forming tendency also arises from as

size difference between the constituent elements. It appears that appreciable size

difference between the components in the glass alloy is a necessary condition for

ready glass formation.

A single parameter that expresses glass forming tendency is the ratio of the glass

transition temperature to the melting temperature defined as

Tg
T=-

Tm

Higher values of t obviously favor glass formation. For metallic glass to be

. formed by rapid cooling, t should be greater than 0.45 by H. S. Chen[2.19l.Based

on alloy composition there are two major groups that rapidly form glasses. In one

of these groups the metal is from Fe, Co, Ni, Pd or Pt and the metalloid is B, C,

Si, Ge or P these metallic glasses constitute soft amorphous magnetic materials.

Our working sample prepared shown by table I.
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Fig. 2.8: Temperature dependence of enthalpy H. a and 01 corresponds to glass
and S corresponds to crystalline state.

Tabel-l

Fe-based ribbons Thickness Co-based ribbons Thickness

FesoSi lOB10 261lm CosoBlOSilO 211lm

FeS2SisBIO 341lm C07SFe2BIOSilO 281lm

C07~e4BIOSilO 261lm

C074FC(,BIOSilO 261lm

2.8 Examining tbe Amorpbousity

The amorphousity of all the ribbons have been confirmed by X-ray diffraction

using Cu-I<.. radiation. All the ribbons were found to be amorphous as shown in

figure 2.9.
25
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II

••
Q.

o

The ribbons showed broad diffraction maximum and no low angle scattering.

These ribbons where also ductile and those cases for which low angle scattering

appear and the broad diffraction peak are subdued there is some presence of

micro crystalline phase. These could be removed if the speed of the roller was

increased. The thickness of an amorphous is controlled by the linear speed of the

roller, the gap between the nozzle and the rotating drum which was about 1.5 to

5!lm, oscillation of the drum, both static any dynamic pressure and temperature

of the melt and the stability of the drop on the surface of the drum. The nature of

the broad diffraction peak as observed is shown in figure for some of the

samples.

o
o
o r-

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 BO 65
ANGLE (26 - scale) ------

Fig. 2.9: X-ray diffraction from the top surface of some amorphous ribbon.
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Chapter 3 Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

3.1. Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

Magnetostriction is usually analysed in terms of a general formalism, where the

free energy, as in the classical use, or the Hamiltonian as in the quantum

mechanical case, is expressed in polynomial forms, there is little agreement

between theoretical prediction and observed results except in a qualitative why.

This shows the dominant role of experiments in determining the coefficients

representing the magneto-elastic interaction-Although magnetostriction

originates in the interaction between the atomic magnetic moments and one

would prefer to treat it within the framework of quantum mechanics, it has not

been developed at present to the point of quantitative usefulness.

Magnetostriction which is commonly defined as any change in dimension of

body caused by a change in its magnetic states is a property which can be

considered as being among the most important intrinsic materials parameter. The

physical origin of magnetostriction is explained by M. A. Asgat3.1] along the

following lines.

For non S-state ions the orbital angular momentum has non-zero value ofL with

(2L+l) degeneracy in the lowest energy ground state. The orbital change

distribution for these ions is highly symmetrical. When these paramagnetic ions

are surrounded by crystal, the orbital degeneracy is removed and the resultant

wave function form new linear combinations, which reflect the local symmetry

of the crystal. The rotation of the charge distribution lobes alters the orbital

angular momentum, because of spin orbit coupling. The magnetization

associated with spin will thus be related.
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Chapter 3 Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

Spin-orbit coupling also contributes to the anisotropy by way of another

mechanism called anisotropic exchange introduced by Van Vleck[3.21.From

S-state ions the orbital angular momentum is zero and the charge distribution is

some what distorted by the crystal field. The spin-orbit coupling thus contributes

to the anisotropy energy and the magnetostriction in this case as well although of

much smaller magnitude. Exchange energy can make contributions to magneto-

elastic energy due to the strain dependence of the exchange integral Jij. When the

magnetic moments of neighboring ions are rotated.

I
I I

--_....~.J~--
---~--~I .

: I

(0) CRYSTAL FIELD

I
I
I

___ #f' I ----

-- - ,- - - -,

ANISOTROPY'

(b) EXCHANGE ANISOTROPY

--
(e) EXCHANGE STRICTION

Fig. 3.1: Physical Origins of Magneto stricti on.
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There are three mechanism of anisotropy:

(i) Crystal field anisotropy

(ii) Exchange anisotropy and

(iii) Exchange striation

Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

Which is shown schematically in figure (3.1a, 3.lb and 3.lc) respectively. The

picture applies to a localized model and an extension of the one ion model to

metallic elements in conjunction with band theory necessitates the consideration

of different correlation functions. The temperature and magnetic field

dependence of the macroscopic magnetostriction coefficients are then related to

these correlation functions. Callen and Callen[J.J]have shown that three distinct

types of correlation functions enter the theory. These are self-correlation function

«(s,2 », the isotropic correlation (S, - S j ), and the longitudinal correlation

function(8,'Si ) .

Using a band model, Berger[3.4]has interpreted magnetostriction as resulting from

3d-band degeneracy which is partially lifted by spill-orbit interaction. In
polycrystalline FeNi and CoNi alloys. Singularities are observed in extra-

ordinary Hall effect at the electron concentration of 27.7 per atom, in

magnetostriction as well as in magnetoresistance, and magnetostriction and

extra-ordinary Hall coefficients showing zero value, and magnetoresistance

showing maximum. All the three properties are attributed to spin-orbit

interactions.
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It is interpreted that magnetostrietion and extra-ordinary Hall coefficient are

proportional to the spin-orbit energy shift of the d-bands at the fenni-energy and

hence change sign as the fermi-level moves through the lifted degeneracy.

Campbell[1.5]again using band model, relates magnetostriction to charge in

Fermi- wave vectors parallel and perpendicular to the direction of magnetization.

Electrons and holes have effects of opposite sign such that magnetostriction

becomes zero when the Fermi-surface has compensation from electron and hole

characters.

3.2 Magnetostriction with Different Compositions

The use of amorphous magnetic ribbons in devices is attractive for many

reasons[1.6-1.7).Among the applications are several that make use of the

particularly strong rnagnetostrictive and magneto elastic properties of suitable

ribbons, together with their very good soft magnetic properties. The

magnetoelastic behavior can be deduced from the magnetostriction and the

domain struCture[1.8]early model of the AE effect [1.9.1.10]assumed the simplest

possible domain structure consisting of transverse stripe domains.

The magnetostrictive effects in amorphous alloys originate from the

magnetoelastic interactions associated with the local anisotropies and the local

strains controlling the local direction of the magnetic moments. The origin of the

local strains have been discussed in terms of the single ion model with random

local axiS[3.11.3.21].The macroscopic magnetostriction representing the relative
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Chapter 3 Physical Origin of Mllgnetostriction

3.1

3.la

changes in length and volume is related to the macroscopic magneto-elastic

constants, which have to be considered as an average over the local elastic

contribution. The linear magnetostriction can be expressed by

.it=~.it (Cos20-'!')2 ' 3

where a is the angle between the magnetization and the strain, A"represents the

saturation magnetostriction constant.

3.it, =2"(.it1/-AJ.)

Where Anand AJ.refer to the relative changes in length parallel and perpendicular.

to the direction of magnetization. The spontaneous volume magnetostrietion roo

can be written as

roo= An • 2AJ. 3.1b

some typical values for amorphous transition metal metalloid alloys are compiled

in figure 3.2. Fe-rich alloys exhibit a large positive saturation magnetostriction in

contrast to polycrystalline iron. Many Co-rich alloys exhibit a small negative A",

in agreement with that of crystalline cobalt, but with increasing Co-content A"

becomes positive. The different sign of A" in these alloys has led to the

development of zero-magnetostriction alloys which are of interest for different

applications[3.24-3.25).Low magnetostriction can easily be reached using Co-based

alloys with some additives[l.26-1.14).The temperature dependence of A"can be well

described in terms of the single-ion model for uniaxial symmetry predicting the

relation[3.35).

3.2
A

where 11,(x) is the reduced Bassel function
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A 3 3
I y,(x)=1 +---cothx

x2 x

Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

and X is related to the relative magnetization, m,(T) =M,(T)/M,(O), by

Im,(T)=-+cothx 3.3
x

The temperature variation of the reduced linear saturation magnetostriction versus

reduced saturation magnetization is displayed in figure 3.3 for different

amorphous aHoys[3.29.3.36].The data foHow well the line calculated from equation

(3.2), confirming the dominance of single-ion contributions in these alloys. Co-

and Co Fe based alloys again deviate from the pure single-ion behavior and their
temperature dependence suggests the presence oftwo ion contributions!3.29,3.31,3.38]

which are proportional to m,2 (T). Then A.,can be expressed by
A

A., (T):; ,'1./ I y, (x) +A.2m~(T)

with 1..«0, 1..2>0and x defined by equation (3.3).
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Fig. 3.2: Reduced saturation magnetostriction versus reduced specific saturation
magnetization for various amorphous transition metal metalloid alloys[l.29).
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The occurrence of a compositional and temperature compensation of As in Co Fe

based alloys confirms the presence of these two mechanisms contributing to As.

However, also the competition between two single-ion contributions was

discussed to cause A.s= 0 in B-CoMn alloys[3_391.The magnetostriction arising

from a disorder caused by randomly oriented easy axes follows a power low

;"(1) = ;"(0) ms(1)nwith n<3[3.40].
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Fig. 3.3: Field dependence of the room tem,Rerature magnetostriction of non-S-
State rare earth amorphous alloys!3- I].
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Magnetic saturation can only be reached at much larger magnetic fields. The

field dependence is displayed in figure (3.3) revealing an increase of A. in fields

up to 2 X 106A/m[3.4JI.

3.3 Low Temperature Magnetic Moment

3.3.1 Models of moment variation
The average magnetization is based on the exchange coupled magnetic moments

which are correlated to the sum of spin up and spin down d.electrons outside the

last filled shell. The magnitude of the magnetic moment per atom and its

temperature dependence have been discussed in terms of two extreme picture of

fully localized electrons (Heisenberg model) and fully it inerrant electrons

(Stoner model). The localized model cannot account for the fractional values of

the observed moments and leads to a much too low curie temperatures while the

it inerrant model gives rise to a curie temperature which is an order of magnitude

too high and also the moments in the paramagnetic state are completely

destroyed. Thus, various approaches have been made to improve or combine

these theories. An essential element of the disordered local moment

theories[3.42-3.62],and the local band theories!354-3.62j,is the introduction of a

fluctuating mean field which means that a local mean field is introduced, whose

direction may vary in space and time. In the disordered local moment theories,

the mean fields are assumed on lattice sites with no correlation among them,

while for the local band theories it is assumed that the excitations maintain

sufficient short range magnetic order even above Tc- The real difference between

these two view points is not the absolute scale of shoTt range magnetic order, but
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in whether or not local ordering plays significant role in the energetic of creating

local magnetic strength!3.62].

Although these theories account for various basic features of ferromagnetism of

3d metal, there remain still some unsolved problems. Therefore, a basic theory

for amorphous alloys with 3d metals which involves the additional problem of

structural disorder is not yet available different models were developed to

interpret the trends in magnetic property variation with alloy constant. The first

two model discussed focus on the valence per atom or the splitting of bands for

alloys but take no account of the particular atomic structures and nearest

neighbor environments. The bond model is based on the local symmetry or

coordination and the chemical boding and was applied to explain primarily the

magnetic moment variation of transition metal metalloid crystalline and glassy

alloy.

3.3.2 Band-gap theory
The moment variation with the average number of electrons (slater-pauling

curve) was first discussed in the concept of virtual bond sates[3.63,3.64].This model

has been extended and reinterpreted[3.6S.3.66]and expressed in a more generalized

form referred as band-gap theory!3.67,3.681.The atom-averaged magnetic moment

in alloys of composition M1-xTx with T = Fe, Co or Ni and M the solute can be

expressed in terms of the atom averaged number of spin up and spin down

electrons.

- t
Pr =PB{N -N!,)

The average atomic valence Z is related to Nt and N.j.by

3.5
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3.6

Combining equation (3.5) and (3.6), one obtains

PT =PB(2Nt -Z) 3.7

There by, the total number of spin-up electrons consists of d and sp electrons and

thus
3.8

In the alloy, Z has to be considered as an averaged number of the T and M atoms,

3.9

and thus PTcan be expressed in the form[J.66J.

PT(X)= PB[(l-x)(2N1,-ZM )+x(2NJ,. -ZT) +2N~] 3.10

where 2NJ,.= 10 for Fe and elements to its right and 2NJ,. = 0 for elements to its

left.

For P: = PB(2NJ,. -ZT )+2PBN~and 2N1, = 0, equation (3.10) reduces to the

form [3.69).

3.11

This relation predicts a linear reduction of the average transition metal moment

with increasing I.l concentration, (I-x), where P; is the T moment in the pure

-
metal. Some typical averaged moment PT per transition metal atom at T = 4.2 K

are complicated.

The Fe moment variation for amorphous B-Fe-Ni and B-P-Fe-Ni alloys of PT

expressed in the form
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3.12

and expressed versus the average magnetic valence

Zm=(I-x)(2N~ -Z, )+x(2NJ., -Z.,)
and N: = 0.3 (full line) for amorphous B-Co alloysI3.661.
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Fig. 3.4: Slater-Pauling plot for amorphous MI.xTx alloys.
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Random ferromagnetism can be attributed to a broad distribution of Fe-Fe

exchange interactions including a significant of antiferromagnetic bonds.

Ferromagnetic alloys are magnetic order takes place at much higher

concentrations as compared to the corresponding Fe or Co alloys.

3.3.3 Split ba nds.
Valence band ofMj.xTx alloys split into two resolvable parts at different energies

when the difference in atomic number is greater or equal to twO[3.70,3.71).the split

band character is a consequence of polar dod bonding and was experimentally

confirmed for various amorphous alloysI3.72J. The concept of split bands,

originally applied to crystal line alloys, was extended to amorphous alloys. The

interpretation of magnetostriction(3.73. 3.74) measurements for amorphous

BO.2o(FeCoNi)o.8oalloys indicate that Fe and Ni indeed contribute to the valence-

band density of states at different energies and thus a minimum in the density of

states in present. This model was shown to account well for the compositional

variation of the magnetostriction and spoon tenuous Hall effect in these alloys.

3.3.4 Co-ordination bond model
This model was derived from valence-bond theory to account for the magnetic

moment variation of crystalline and glassy transition metal metalloid (M-T)

alloys[3.75,3.76).It assumes that the average T moment is suppressed according to

the number of M neighbors and the strength of the M-T bonds. The model is

based on a strong p-d bonding, causing a T moment reduction of one fifth of its

moment for each 3d electron participating in the nonmagnetic covalent T-M
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bond. This leads to an average T moment suppressing for M1.xTx alloys of the

form

3.13

representing a linear decrease JiT with the metalloid concentration (I-x), Z~ is

the number of T atoms surrounding an M atoms. This model accounts for the

moment variation for various M-T alloys[3.77'3.79]the band-gap model appears to

be able to explain more general trends in a wider class of alloys. Although these
-

models are contradictory in their basic origin, both lead to a linear decrease of Ji

according to the relation

3.14

where the slope P differs according to the assumptions made in these models

3.3.5 Environment model
The third picture to interpret the moment variation is based on the structural

disorder and accounts for the different environment of a transition metal[3.
80
1.The

probability of a T atom to have j nearest T neighbors out of a maximum number

n is given by

P(x k n)= n_/ -
" K!(n-k)!

3.15

Assuming a minimum number j of nearest T neighbors to be necessary for a T

atom to carry a moment ~I and for less than j, T neighbors a moment ~2, then

Ji (x) can be expressed in the form

3.16
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n

where pj(x)=LP(x,k,n)
l=}

Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

3.17

In the case J.lh J.l2'" 0, no critical concentration is expected. For 112= 0, a critical
-

concentration can be calculated from the transient of the turning point of f.l (x) at

x = XI by Xc - X" , where Xt is determined by p~1 (x,) =0
p/x,)

The models so far discussed can account for the moment variation for various
-

alloys, but there are also various counter examples where f.l (x) cannot be

explained in terms of one of these models. This is associated with the extreme

assumptions that are made in the case of the band-gap model disregarding certain

in flounces of structure and local environment and in the case of the coordination

bond or environment model where particular band features are ignored.

3.4 Magnetic Excitations

Single particle and collective particle excitations contribute to the excitations

contribute to excitation spectrum of magnetic materials. The spin waves or

magnons are the excitations of lowest energy and involve a deviation of the

moment from the parallel or anti-parallel alignment of the ground state. This

requires an exchange energy Dk2 [3.81]where D is the spin wave stiffness

constant which is related to the exchange constants and K is the wave, D is a

function of temperature and can be expressed by

3.17

where n = 5/2 for an ideal Heisenberg ferro-magnet[3.82.3.83].
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3.18

3.198

Typical values for 0(0) is expected to scale with Te• This indeed was found for

many Co-based alloys!3.84,3.85).For Fe-based alloys the 0(0) also increase with Te

but the data do not follow straight lines[3.85)which is probably associated with the

non-linear magnetic structure for Fe-rich alloys and those with compositions near

Xc O(T) is correlated to the coefficient B of the T312tcrm[3.8I]governing the low

temperature variation of the saturation magneti7..ation. OCT) can be determined

from the spin wave excitations using standing spin waves in thin films, from

BrilIouin Scattering, magnetization data or neutron-scattering experiments. The

spin wave resonance condition for the resonance field applied normal to the film

plane reads.

w=r[ Hn -4~, +g~Jn;)]
h is the film thickness and Hn is the resonant field of the nth spin wave mode.

The temperature dependence of OCT) obeys the T312law for some amorphous

alloys such as B_Fe!3.86]or Gd_CoMo[3.87],while for other measured by in elastic

neutron scattering for an amorphous B-Si-Fe alloyE3.88).OCT) is related to the

micro magnetic exchange stiffness constant A(T) by

A(T) M, (T) D(T)
2gP8

where gila and g denotes the gyro magnetic ratio, A(T) is related to the domain

wall energy Ow of a 1800 Bloch Wall by Ow = 4..JAku' Thus OCT) also can be

estimated from wall energy measurements. A(T) can be expressed in terms of the

exchange constant[3.89].

3.19b
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where, NjZij and rij are the number of i atoms per unit volume, the number j

nearest neighbors and the atomic distance between the atoms i and j respectively

combinations in ferri magnets. The temperature dependence of A(T) obtained

from standing spin wave spectra in an amorphous Gd-Fe film(3.9(}J.

The presence of non-S-state rare earth gives rise to a strong coupling between the

spin system and the lattice via spin-orbit coupling yielding high line width in the

resonance spectra[3.9IJwhich presents the determination ofD(T).

It should be noted that strong differences were observed for D(o) values

evaluated from magnetization and neutron diflTaction experiments. This

discrepancy was attributed to additional law lying magnetic excilations[3.92J.

3.5 Expression for Linear Magnetostriction

The standard expression for strain along an arbitrary direction in terms of

magnetostriction constants and the direction of the applied field, we shall

consider here a simple microscopic model used by Neel(3.93l. The model

postulates certain properties of the energy of interaction of the neighboring

atoms without investigating the origin of this energy. The justification being only

experimental, the model should not be taken too seriously. Neel developed in his

paper on magnetic annealing and surface anisotropy is as follows, when the

distance between the atomic magnetic moments is variable, the interaction

energy is expressed by

w(r,cos91)=g(r)+I(r)( CS291-~)+q(r)
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(CS4?_~CS2;+ ;5)+----- 3.20
If the interaction energy is a function of r, the crystal lattice must be deformed

upon the generation of a ferromagnetic moment, because such interaction tends

to change the bond length in a different way depending on the bond direction.

The first term g(r) is the exchange interaction term and is of relevance only when

volume magnetostriction is considered as manifested in thermal expansion

anomaly at the magnetic ordering temperature.

-
If a denotes the direction of domain magnetization and that of the bond

direction, we can write

w = g(r)+l(r){(al rl +a2 Y2+a3 r3Y -n +q(r)(al rl+a2 r2 + aJ r3t -~
fa r +a r +a r )2+2.+ _
~ I 1 2 2 J J 35

Considering a deformed cubic lattice and relating the direction cosines 11 to the

strain tensor Lij, we can get the expansion for magneto-elastic energy. Since the

magnetoelastic energy has a linear dependence on strain the crystal will deform

without limit unless it is counter balanced by the elastic energy which increases

rapidly because of its quadratic dependence on strain.

By differentiating the

Total energy = Emas-elastie + Eelaslie

With respect to the strain components, and setting the partial derivatives equal to

zero, for minimum energy condition, one can obtain the relation for the fractional

-
change in length of the crystal in any arbitrary direction p as
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Ap = Lh'i Pi p}
I}=I
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3.22

Substituting the values of the strain components as obtained by minimizing total

energy coming from magnetoelastic and elastic terms, we can get an expression

for

Ap = ho +~( La, pi -~) +2ft, cy(a,a)PiP})+h:JS +h4

(La:p; +~s-~)+2hscy[a,a}(I-a;a;)PiPJ+---
3.23

3.24

3.25

where Cjj indicates a summation over terms with cyclic permutation of the indices

and ho ~ hs are the magnetostriction constant defined by

h _ -bo " -bl h _ -b,
o ,,~ ' 3

Cn +2CI2 Cn -C12 cn +2cJ2
-b -bsh

4
- 4 and hs =__
cn - 2C'2 2c44

where the coefficients bn are magnetoelastic coupling coefficients. The above

relations are specific to cubic symmetry. For hexagonal crystals, the relation

become modified due to different symmetry conditions and have been treated in

detail by Mason and LewisI3.94l.Taking the first three terms only in equation

(3.21) and assuming magnetostriction to be zero for a demagnetized specimen for

cubic crystal

1 3 1 (2p' 2 2 '2 I)I1op='2l1oloo a, 1 +a,p2+a,P'-3 +
3AII1(ala,PIP, +a,a,p2p, +a,a,p,pJ

where AIOO and AlI1 indicates strains along (100) and (III) direction respectively.
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3.27

3.6 Magnetostriction in Polycrystalline Axial Magnetic Systems.

For a single crystal of axial symmetry (which is the case for the tetragonal

symmetry materials), if we neglect the magnetic anisotropy within the basal

plane, the magnetostriction is given by[3.95J•

A(a,p)=~~1 +2~A~2(a; -~) +2A~,(P;-~)+vIJA~(a; -~)

x(p; -~)+2A' H(a;a~)x (p;P.;)+apyp,py}+ 2.26

A'~ya,pyp, +a,a,p,p, }+higher order terms
where the A; phenomenological magnetostrictive constant have their usual

meaningl3.96], being functions of the temperature and the applied field, i.e.

A;=A~(T, H). In equation (3.26) a '"(a,a ya,) represents the magnetization

direction and p:; (P,PyP,), the direction in which the strain A.is measured.

Making a = 13, we will have the magnetostriction measured parallel to the

applied field Hj if the angle formed by the magnetization vector M•• with H is e,
we obtain, neglecting higher order terms.

~I = ~I +C~A~2 +2A~1COS20-~)+vIJA~(CS20-~Y +

l' Sin'O+ 2l'Cs20 Sin20
2

The parallel magnetostriction in a polycrystalline sample can be calculate by

averaging equation (3.27) over all the directions within a sphere, assuming all of

them being equally probable, i.e.
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The result is
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3.291 =!2° +'!-Jilo +~2r +22'"1, 3 II 45 "12 IS IS

The transverse magnetostriction, A..b can be conveniently obtained from the

expression 2.l 4,where 0> is the volume striction. One takes a frame of axes (x',

y', -1), randomly oriented with respect to the one where M, has the a direction.

The volume magnetostriction, 0>, will be

(0=2.•+2 , +2,• y z
3.30

3.31

i.e. the sum of strains measured along the three random axes. Expressing the

direction cosines of x', y' and z' in terms of the polar angles denoting the position

of the 0
'
origin, substituting them into equation (3.26) and going to equation

(3.30) yields

(0=2;', + 2~2;'2(cos2o-j)
which averaged in the form of equation (3.28) for the polycrystalline sample

gives

3.32

Therefore the volume strain is only contributed to by the uniform exchange

striction mode A.~"which in this case can be completely separated out, even with

measurements on a poly-crystal, obtaining now A..b we end up with the following

expression for the anisotropic

A.( = A.II - A.l.

magnetostriction for a poly-crystal
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3.331,=- 2 (-131~+317 +21' )+higher order terms
15

This means that the single-ion crystal field modes representing the CIa ratio

distortion (1~), the shear breaking of the basal plane cylindrical symmetry (A 'Y)

and the shear tilling the c-axis, are cast together within A(. Notice that no

exchange strlction terms (1~,and 1~,)are present at all in AI.

3.7 Magnetostriction in Amorphous Ribbon

For amorphous we can apply the same approximation as in the case of

polycrystalline magnetic material such that

1100= 1//1 = A.-

We get equation (3.25)

3 (2p2 2 2 2' 1) , )1/1= 21 .• a, ,+a2P2 +a,p, -"3 +3A...\a,a2p,p, +a2a,P2P, +a,a,p,p,

3 [2p2 2 2 2 2 pi]=2" a, ,+a,P2 +a,p, +2a,a2 'P2 +2a2a,p2p, +2a,a,p,p'-"3

=%[(a,p, +a2P2 +a,p,)2 -~]

Hence alPI + alPl + a3P3= CosO

3.34

where 9 is the angle between the direction of magnetization and that of

observation. When the domain magnetization rotates toward the direction of the

applied field, the fractional change is given by
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/}j
A.p =-[

becomes equation (3.34)
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3.35~ =3~,(COS2(}- ~)

h A41. th . 1 • th . . d 9' th g1w ere -[- IS e stram, ''''' IS e magnetostncttOn constant an IS e an e

between the spontaneous magnetization and the direction in which the strain is

measured. If a tensite stress (J is applied to the material, then the change in

energy density is

3E =--A. uCos2 (}" 2 I

3.36

A." is dimensionless. A positive value of A." indicates that the axis of tension

becomes the easy direction of magnetization.

3.8 Engineering Magnetostriction

The components of strain along the ribbon axis for the two types of domain are

given by

E1 = ~A, [cos 2 (0 -tPl )-j]
and E2 = ~ A." [COS2(0+tP2)-~]

3.37

3.38

The engineering magnetostrlction Ae defined as the average axial strain of the

whole ribbon, is given
Ae = aEI + (1 - a) E2 3.39
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For Eh E2 from equation (3.37) and equation (3.38) dropping the constant }{

one finds for the effective length change

A.. =~{!..[COS2(0-tPJ+ Cos 2 (0+tP2)]+ (~)[cos2(0-tPJ-cos2(0+tPJ]1 3.40
A., 2 2 d If

equation (3.40) may now be used to give the complete expression for Ac in the

wall movement regime as

A.. =~{..!.[COS2 (O-tP)+ Cos2 (0 +tP2)]+ [C (1- r)1[Cos2(0-tPJ+ Cos 2 (0 +tP2)]
A, 2 2 4 J
h[Cos(O-tP)+ Cos(O + tPJ]- ..!.(Sin2tP,-Sin2 tPJ-

2

3.41

As before, at a critical value of the applied field wall movement is complete, and

further increase in field result in the simpler expression

3.42

3.9 Direction of Linear MagnetostrictioD

Experiments have shown that the deformation depends upon the direction of

magnetization. For a cubic crystal magnetize in the direction given by the

direction cosines AI, A2 and A3 (defined with respect to the cubic axes). This

deformation expressed in strain components Eij 0, j = x, y, x) become in first

approximation.
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3.43

3.44

3
&"" '2Al 1\ u) u,

The extra terms (-t) make the total change of volume nil (frace of matrix is

zero). The factors - t ensure that the strain in the direction of magnetization with

respect the non-magnetized state (a1
2=a~=a; =t) is 1..100 and -tAIII' in the

[100] and [Ill] directions respectively.

The strain in a direction perpendicular to 1..100 and - t Alii respectively. In an

arbitrary direction we than have parallel to the magnetization

A(a,a,a,) =AIOO+3(AIII -All",Xa:ai +aia; +a;a:)+ .

For the ferromagnetic materials the values of I.. at room temperature are found to

be
Fe : 1..100= 25 X 10-6 and 1..111 = -19 X 10-6

Ni : 1..100= -46 x 10-6 and 1..111= -25 x 10-6
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In discussing the effect of a unidirectional stress it is convenient to divide

materials into two classes which have

i) Positive magnetostriction

ii) Negative magnetostriction

In materials of class i) the magnetization is in increased by tension (except at I ==

o or Is) and the magnetization is decreased by tension and the material contracts

when magnetized.

3.10 Magnetostriction Arising from domain rotation.

Magnetostriction is associated with domain orientation. The change in dimension

of a single domain can be rotated in simple quantitative way to change in

direction of magnetization in the domain as follows

A, == ~ -t, (COS20-~) 3.45

Here 9 is the angle between the direction in which the change in length is

measured. It is assumed now that magnetostriction is independent of the

crystallographic direction of magnetization and that the change in volume is zero.

The zero point of AI is chosen so that the change in volume is zero. The zero

point of AI is chosen so that it is equal to the longitudinal change in length As.

where 9 == 0 at saturation. When the length is measured at right angle to the

direction of magnetization (Transverse effect) e == 90° and the change in length
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and A=O

3.46

J=- A,
2

For polycrystalline or amorphous material the domain are initially oriented at

random. The same relation is applicable if one use the average of cos
2e over all

the domains. When the material is unmagnetized.

(Cos20) •• =~

Upon application of a strong field e becomes zero and A.= -A...

If the domain are not initially random, one can use the relation

J=~J,[(Cos21J) •• -~]- ~ [(COS
2
1J)0 - ~]

=lAJ(Cos20) •• - (Cos20)0]
A

where (Cos20)0 = initial domain distribution, (Cos 20)0' = domain distribution at

any time.

If the domain are oriented originally so that e = 0 fir half of them and e = 180
0

for other half (COS20)0 = (Cos21J) •• = 0 (the reference point); in a strong field e =
o and there is no change in cos2e and A.=O.When used in this sense, A.depends

decidedly on the initial domain distribution while A.,is a constant of the material.

The constant A.. can be determined in any specimen by measuring A.when a

saturation field is applied first parallel and then at 900 to the direction of

measurement of A..The total change in length caused by the change in field in the

poly crystalline or amorphous material is then

lJJ 3-=-A. 3.47
J 2'

in dependent of the initial domain distribution.
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3.11 Magnetoresistance

Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

Magnetoresistance is another serious drawback of strain gauge at room

temperature for measurements in the presence of a magnetic field is very

dependent on temperature, chemical composition of gauge, particularly magnetic

impurity, the strength of the magnetic field and perhaps the state of strain in the

gauge. The differential magneto-resistance in the gauges we have used was less

than 10.7 when reduced to strain. The effect of rotation of a magnetic field of

4.16 kilo gauss showed an ever smaller differential magneto-resistance.

Measurements which require only rotation of the field, thus are not seriously

affected provided that the dummy gauge is placed parallel to the active gauge.

The use of Durofix facilitated the removal of the gauges from the Copper discs

for subsequent use with proper glue. The possibility of bad bondage with Durofix

was checked by observing the differential strain. The whole success of this

method, however, lies in the proper choice of a glue which can give proper

bondage throughout the temperature range and at the same time can easily be

dissolved without damaging the gauges. To measure differential magneto-

resistance, it is not of course essential to get as good a grip as needed for

measurements of, say magnetostriction or thermal expansion, because the strain

arising from the application of magnetic field is small. The purpose of the glue is

mainly to keep the gauge flat on the specimen to avoid bending.

S3
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3.12 Field Dependence of Magnetostriction

We have perfonned an extensive and through study of the field dependence of

the parallel and perpendicular magnetostrictions in the present series of Co and

Fe based amorphous ribbons at room temperature up to maximum field 4.16 kilo

gauss. The sequence followed below for the field dependence analysis

presentation is only for a matter of convenience and clarity. Two types of

effective anisotropy field are deal with: lIck, the applied along the c-axis are

needed to saturate the system against the anisotropy keeping the magnetization.

Ms, in the basal plane, and conversely, HKb, the field needed to be applied along

the basal plane to saturate against the anisotropy keeping Ms along the C-axis.

Such a field dependence for magnetostriction associated with a 3d electron band.

Field dependence magnetostriction to be mainly of exchange origin and comes

fonn the Fe or Co sub-lattice as well.

3.13 Low Temperature Dependence of Magnetostriction

We have perfonned on extensive study of low temperature dependence of the

parallel and perpendicular magnetostriction in the present series of Co and Fe-

based amorphous ribbon. from around 70 k upto room temperature and up to a

maximum applied field of 4.2 kilo gauge. This field is so weak due to the

proximity to the spin reorientation transition toward the C-axis. In contrast W

increases with field at all temperatures, in agreement again, with a 3d band

striation associated to the Fe sub-lattice. The present series of amorphous
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ribbons, there are two main contributions to the magnetostrictive distortions

respectively due to the magneto-elastic coupling within the TM-M sub-lattices.

The thermal dependence is as may be observed, too complex to be ascribed to a

simple single-ion axial magnetostriction of just second order kind. The

complicated low temperature behavior depicted of the competition between the

different single-ion distortion modes. The complex behavior low temperature

dependence of the anisotropic magnetostriction associated with TM sub-lattice,

needs recourse to high-order crystal field single-ion interaction.

3.14 Application of Magnetostriction

Materials that subjected to an alternating magnetic field, a hysteresis loop will

trace under the variation of B (or M) with H. At the same time, the variation of A.

with H traces out another loop. Actually, the latter is a double loop, as illustrated

for nickel in figure 3.6 because the magnetostrictive strain is independent of the

sense ofthe magnetization. The material therefore vibrates at twice the frequency

of the field to which it is exposed. This magnetostrictive vibration is the major

source of the humming sound emitted by transformers. (A transformer contains a

"Core" of magnetic material subjected to the alternating magnetic field generated

by the alternating current in the primary winding).

Conversely if partially magnetized body is mechanically vibrated, its

magnetization will vary in magnitude about some mean value because of the

inverse magnetostrictive effect and this alternating magnetization will induce an

alternating emf in a coil wound around the body.
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These two effects are exploited in the magnetostrictive transducer. It is one of a

large group of electro-mechanical transducers, which can convert electrical

energy into mechanical energy, and vice versa. The shape and size of a

magnetostrictive transducer depends on the nature of the applications one simple

form is a ring carrying a toroidal winding. Magnetostrictive transducers are best

suited for operation at frequencies of about 20 to 100 kHz. They have two main

applications.

3.14.1 Under water sound
The detection of an under water object, such as a submarine is accomplished by a

sonar (sound navigation and ranging) system. An "active" sonar generates a

sound original with a transmitting transducer and listens for the sound reflected

from the submerged object with a receiving traducer, called a hydrophone. A

"passive" sonar listens for sound, such as engine noise, generated by the

submerged object. An echo sounder is an active sonar designed to measure the

depth of the ocean bottom. While magnetostrictive transducers still have a role to

play in under water sound applications, they have been largely replaced by

piezoelactric transducers. A piezoelectric material, like barium titanate or quartz,

is one which becomes electrically polarized when it is mechanically strained i.e.

electric charges of opposite sign are formed on its ends. Conversly it becomes

strained when subjected to an electric field. The analogy between these electrical

effects and certain magnetostrictive effects have caused magnetostrictive.

transducers to be some times called piezomagnetic transducers. The analogy is

not exact, however, and the word piezomagnetic should be reserved for those few

antiferro-magnetic single crystal which develop a small magnetic moment when

mechanically strained in the absence ofa field, COF2and Mn F2 are examples.
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3.14.2 Ultrasonic sound generators

There are also transducers, but here the emphasis is not an sound as a signal but

on sound as a mechanical disturbance, usually in some liquid medium, capable of

bringing about some desired effect. Probably the most important application of

this kind is ultrasonic clearing of metal and other parts during manufacturing

operations, such as before electroplating or final assembly. The parts to be

cleaned are immersed in a solvent, which is agitated by an ultrasonic generator.

Remove of dirt and grease is much faster by this method than by simple

immersion.

Magnetostriction finds another application in the acoustic delay line. a delay line

is a device designed to delay the passage of an electrical signal for a

predetermined length of time. A purely electrical line, such as a coaxial cable,

will produce delays of the order of microseconds, due chiefly to the capacitance

of the cable. For longer delays of the order of milliseconds, acoustic delay lines

are needed; these involve the conversion of an electrical pulse into an acoustic

pulse. Since the velocity of an electrical signal along a conducting wire is about

equal to the velocity of light. 3 x 1010 em/sec and the velocity of sound in a metal

is about 5 x lOs cm/sec, an acoustic pulse travels with a velocity some 10's times

that of an electrical.
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4.1 Theory ofTbermal Expansion

Theory of Thermal Expansion

We may understand thermal expansion by considering for a chemical oscil1ator

the effect of anharmonic terms in the potential energy on the mean separation of

a pair of atoms at a temperature T. We take the potential energy of the atoms at a

displacement x from their equilibrium separation at absolute zero as

.\ 2 3 ft4U(x/ = ex - gx - 4.1

with C,g, and f all positive. The term in x3 represents the asymmetry of the

mutual repulsion of the atoms and the term in x4 represents the softening of the

vibration at large amplitudes. The minimum at x = 0 is not an absolute minimum,

but for small oscil1ations the form is an adequate representation of an inter

atomic potential.

We calculate the average displacement by using the Boltzmann distribution

function, which weights the possible values of x according to their

thermodynamic probability
a
Itaxe-JV(X)

(x)- -a
a
Ita e-f*.I(x)
-a

4.2

4.3

with fJ=-k1 . , for displacements such that the anharmonic terms in the energy are
BT

such in comparison with kaT, we may expand the integrands as

fdxxe-JV. Idxe-JkX'(x+fJgx4 +P.fXS)=~1tt~/CY,)/
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where (x)= 3~ kBT in the classical region, In equation (4.3) we have left cx2 in
4c

the exponential, but we have expanded exp(pgx3 + prx4):; 1+ pgx3 + prx4 +-----.
Measurements of the lattice constant of solid argon as shown in figure 4.1. the

slope of the curve is proportional to the thermal expansion coefficient. The

expansion coefficient vanishes as T ~ O. In lowest order the thermal expansion

does not involve the symmetric term rx4 in U(x), but only the antisymmetric term

gx3
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Fig. 4.1: Lattice constant of solid argon as a function oftemperature, or measured
by various workers[4.1).
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4.5

4.2 Electronic and Magnetic Contribution to Thermal Expansion.

In a metal the total contribution to the entropy arises from lattice variations,

conduction electrons and magnetic interactions. If we write the entropy as

S= SI + Se + Sm 4.4

then the specific heat is given by

c,;.,.( os) =Cw +C •.•+C""'loT ,
The thennal expansion is given by the relation

4.6

If the different contributions to the entropy are functions Si(9;!f) where 9j is a

characteristic temperature, then

(OSI) = y,C"
oV T V

where Y,=_~.(OO, )
0, iJv T

is the corresponding Grilneiseen parameter. We could, therefore, write

4.7

4.8

p= ~ <r,C ••+YeC •.•+YmC",,) 4.9

It is well known that the conduction electrons in a metal contribute a tenn to the

specific heat proportional to the temperature T. So we should expect in a metal a

contribution to thennal expansion coefficient from the conduction electron which

would be linear in temperature. At low temperature where the lattice contribution

to the expansion coefficient varies as T,we could write a as

a=BT+Dr
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4.11

By plotting alT against T2 the values of Band D can be found. From the value of

B and the measured electronic specific heat one could obtain the value ofYe'

Varley has derived the following theoretical expression for Ye.

Ye=1+(Blnn(EF») _ 2 N .(iJn(EF)]

Bin V E,",T n (EF) BE,. v

[
1 (B/WV)] C"" (Bn

2

(EF »)
+ olnV E"T + pVn3(EF)' aEF v

Here n(EF) is the number density of states per unit volume at the Fermi level EF;

N is the total number of conduction electron per unit volume in the metal. For a

single band free electron model n(EF) depends only on EF and

N (iJn(EF ») I
n2(EF)' BEF =3 4.12

Yefor such a case should be %, where the single band free electron model is not

applicable the value ofre can be very different from %. The magnitude and sign

of Yewill depend on: (i) how rapidly and in what direction n(EF) varies with

energy at the Fermi level; and (ii) how sensitive n(EF) is to changes in volume V.

In exceptional cases the electronic GrUneisen parameter could be negative

yielding a negative contribution to the thermal expansion coefficient.

In ferromagnetic materials at the Curie temperature and in antiferro-magnetic

materials at the Neel temperature the onset of ordering of the spins is

accompanied by an anomaly in thermal expansion. This effect has been observed

in many cases. In such ordered spin arrays at very low temperatures there could

be excitations involving spin reversal on a few of the atoms. These excitations

are called spin waves and where quantized these elementary excitations go under
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the name of magnons. It is well known that in ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic

materials these spin waves obey a quadratic dispersion law: (W(;)aJf2 ) and yield

a magnon contribution to the heat capacity varying as TX at low temperatures.

This magnon contribution to the heat capacity has been observed in magnetite. In

ferromagnetic metals this contribution is superposed on the electron contribution

to the specific heat and it becomes difficult to separate the two effects. In

ferrimagnetic materials the electronic contribution is absent and the magnon

contribution can be easily detected. Magnon must also contribute to the thermal

expansion of these materials. The corresponding Griineisen parameter is a

measure of the volume dependence of the effective exchange interaction

determining the quadratic dispersion relation in the materials. Lord has in

discussed the magnitude of the magnon contribution to thermal expansion in

yttrium iron garnet and Europium oxide. He concludes that in YlG it may be just

possible to defect the magnon contribution around 4CX;but in Europium oxide

the effect is very considerable and should be easily observable with the existing

experimental techniques. These measurements can be correlated with the

measurements of the pressure dependence of the transition temperature in these

material.

In an antiferromagnetic material, on the other hand, one gets a linear dispersion

relation if the anisotropic magnetic energy is neglected in comparison with the

exchange energy. In such a case the magnon contribution to the low temperature

specific heat varies as T3. Since the lattice contribution at these low temperatures

also has the same temperature dependence it would not be possible to separate

the magnon contribution unless the Neel temperature is low compared to the

Debye temperature. In such a case the magnetic contribution will be several
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In the systems like glasses and crystals having diamond like structure the

negative value for a arises at low temperatures from the vibrational energy of the

4.13

times the lattice contribution which can be calculated from the elastic constant

data. If the anisotropy energy is not negligible, then the dispersion relation is

modified and there is a finite energy gap. In such a case the specific heat at low

temperatures varies faster then r.One would expect such a behavior in CuCiJ,

2H]O in which the Neel temperature is about 4!1<and the anisotropy energy is

half as much as the exchange energy. However, Peterson and Philips have only

observed a r dependence of the magnon heat capacity in this material. One

would expect a similar contribution to the thermal expansion in the

antiferromagnetic materials. There are no experiments so far on the magnon

contribution to thermal expansion in ferro-, ferri-, and antiferro-magnetic

materials.

& 4.3 Negative Thermal Expansion in Solids

~
(}-

lattice. An explanation for the possible existence of negative a in these solids

was proposed by Blackman in a series of papers by adopting Barron's theoretical

treatment. Using the relation

_dln(v-Xv,)
Yi dlnV

Blackman arrived at the form

4.14

where Vi = velocity of propagation of the ith elastic mode (i = t, 2, 3)
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p = density

2r = lattice constant

CkJ = v; p, is the elastic constant

0i =Grlineisen parameter for the ith mode, and

V =molar volume

Two models we discussed by him. In the NaCI model, based on pure ionic

interaction potential having columbic and repulsive forms, Blackman found that

Yi assumes negative values for transverse modes. Calculations for ZnS structure

indicate that as long as the next nearest neighbor interactions are columbic, the

transverse modes in the Zns structure show negative values Yi for long range

nearest neighbor interactions.

Diamond- structure solids, for instance, are said to have a low-lying transverse

acoustic branch which at low temperatures is predominant in absorbing energy.

In the case of glasses the presence of low-lying transverse optic modes, which

are propagated with longitudinal waves, is said to yield negative y values at low

temperatures. At these temperatures only acoustic vibrations are present, and the

average value of y can also become negative in which case the material possess

negative a. The large effect of the transverse modes in all these materials is due

to open structure of these solids which result in large value of the shear elastic

compliances associated with these modes. however, in NaCl, almost all the

modes have positive y.
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On the other hand, anisotropic solids like FeF2, RU02, cr02 exhibit negative

values of a at high temperatures along one of the two principal directions.

Therefore the explanation given above cases to have any sense in these materials.

This may be understood probable in the same way as in the case of rutile. In

rutile Kirby suggests that the thermal expansion arises from the contributions

from the acoustic and optic modes such that optic modes are more effective in

the c-direction whereas the acoustic modes are highly predominant along

directions normal to the c-axis.

Negative values of a found in a few metals, for example, chromium invar and

galolinium, arise from magnetic interaction or the electron gas White, Klein and

Mountain. White has presented a simple picture to explain qualitatively the

occurrence of negative values of a in crystal.

4.4 Thermal expansion and Inver Anomalies

Inver anomalies starting at the Curie temperatures, Te, as a result of the

competition between the anharmonic phonon lattice THE and the exchange

(spontaneous magnetostriction). In as much as the compound Y2 Fel4 B shows

such an effect, and the anomaly starts at almost the same temperature mainly to

the lattice dependence of the Fe-Fe pair exchange interaction. Noticeable is that

for the Nd[4.2)and Er compounds, weak anomalies are displayed in the THE

coefficient at precisely the temperatures, TSR, at which the spin reorientation

transition starts.
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Useful infonnation about the spatial dependence of the exchange interactions can

be obtained from the above anomalies. Therefore, in order to separate the lattice

contribution (LC) from the magnetic one. we assume that the LC follows the

simple Griineisen law

M =KaT4 4.15
I

and in fact, we can observe that such dependence is extremely well followed in

the paramagnetic regime. The values of the obtained Ko Griineisen coefficients

are given and as can be seen. they are similar for the whole series.

The difference between the extrapolated GrUneisen curve within the magnetically

ordered region and the actual THE can be ascribed to the spontaneous exchange

magnetostriction within the Fe sub-lattice. A mean-field model for

magnetovolume effects in ferromagnetic transition metals has been developed by

Shiga[4.2]and a modified version of it wiII be introduced here in order to explain

our results. We assume that the exchange free energy. its strain-dependent part

(per unit volume) and the elastic energy can be described by the expression,

F F ~( anRR ~2 ~( 8nRFe ~= ",,+Fel=~ nRR+--M, R+~ nRfe+--M, RMF'
H 8a, H 00,

3 ( a r 3 ( )2nFeF, 2 1 lia,
+L nFeFe+ -;:;::--M; Fe+-2LC, -
H ~I i~ ~

4.16

where the indexes I = 1,2,3 refer to the a" a2 and a3 == c axes of the tetragonal

structure. nij are the mean field (MF) exchange constants. Mj the sub-lattice

average magnetizations and Cj the appropriate effective elastic constants. In a

first stage. minimization of F will provide us with the equilibrium strains. the

volume strain becoming
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~(/!;a; ) ~.3 a; (onFef. M2 OnRf. M M onRRM2) ./l}=,t.,.- =,t.,.- -- f.+-- R Fe+-- R
H a, ; ,_I C, oa, Gal oa;

4.17

In obtaining equation (4.16), the assumption has been made that the Fe and RE

sub-lattice magnetizations are lattice cell-size independent. This assumption is, in

fact, an oversimplification because it does not take into account the volume

dependence of the Fe magnetic moment, ~Fe, amounting for Y2Fe/4B, to

8(ln }JFe)/O/l} ~ o.Jlf4.41, which must be attributed to the increase in atomic

volume. The latter is inherently associated with an increase in magnetic moment

in itinerant ferromagnets. This constitutes a consequence of the lattice variation

derived from the inner electronic pressure appearing within the itinerant electron

magnetic system as the electron kinetic energy increases with the magnetization,

due to the transfer of electrons to the majority sub-band[4.51.

A solution of the series of equations in the <\a/al unknowns obtained from the

minimization conditions of/o(l!J.a/aj) = 0 is extremely complex, and therefore,

owing to the afore-mentioned similarity of the Curie points for the whole series

with the Y2FellB system, we will neglect, in the following calculation, the MF

interactions nRR and nRr", weaker compared with the dominant nFeFe one.

Therefore, if we assume that the Fe sub. lattice magnetization varies with the

strain in the form

4.18
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where a~ is the paramagnetic lattice constant, it is easy to show that equation

(4.16) transforms to

tJ)=t !!f.-[Onf-.r .• Mi..•+( OnRI••• M R +2 On"F, )Mr< +OnRR M;] 4.19
H C, oa. 00. oa, oa,

where 0MF.,I 0 a; = const + NFC<0 f.lF.,I0 ai), NFe being the number of Fe atoms per

unit volume.

This means that we should expect a dependence of the spontaneous

magnetostriction with MFc including quadratic and linear terms.

In accord with the previous discussion we have scaled ro against the reduced

magnetization, roFc =Mpc (T)/MF.(O), of the Fe sub-lattice alone, taking for this

the Y2Fel4B magnetization[4.6J• In figures 3a and b we have plotted the thermal

dependence of the magnetic contribution to the THE superposing on it the

dependence of m~,(T) alone. The agreement is reasonable, giving support to the

previous assumption of ascribing the spontaneous volume stricti on essentially to

the Fe sublattice. The values of the quantities proportional to the strain

derivatives, 1:,(11C, )(OnF,F, loin a,), for the Fe-Fe, exchange interactions. The

values obtained are not too different, indicating a similar strain dependence for

the Fe-Fe exchange interaction along the series as could be anticipated.
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4.20

However, a fit of the spontaneous volume stricti on, co, versus the reduced

magnetization, Mfe, according to equation (4.19) also gives excellent results, as

can be observed, indicating the presence in coof a linear term in MFeas well, the

result oflhe lattice constant dependence oflhe MF nRFcexchange interaction plus

the Fe magnetic moment strain dependence. The values of the fitting parameters

to an expression of the form.

w(T) 2-3-=KFCFC mFc +KR1.,mr, +KRR

where the correspondence with the coefficients in equation (5) is immediate.

Except for the Pr compound, all of them arc correspondingly similar, again

indicating a similar strain dependence of the MF nij exchange constants and,

probably, of a !!F.,I a ai, Plots of co/mfe(D versus mFF(T) give, in fact, good

straight lines for all the compounds.
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5.1 Magnetostriction Measurement Technique

Experimental Details

Depending on what aspects of the magnetostriction interaction one is going to

investigate, one can choose from the various experimental techniques that has

been developed. For static magnetoelastic interaction measurement, one can use

X_ray[S.I]three terminal capacitance diameter[s.2] optical and mechanicallevels[S.3]

or electrical resistance strain gauge[S.4].

To determine the strength of the spin-phonon coupling in dynamic

magnetoelastic interaction, we can measure the absorption of microwave

phonons, low temperature thermal conductivity of otherwise pure metal doped

with magnetic impurities, inelastic neutron scattering broadening of

ferromagnetic resonance line width or Mossbauer effect under stress to the

rotation of magnetization. Vibrating reed technique can be used to measure

magnetomechanic pole effect specially in amorphous ribbons[S.5]and to measure

magnetomechanical coupling factor, impedance measurement of the existing coil

can be done[S.61.

Here the magneto-mechanical coupling factor K is related to the elastic energy

UE and the magnetic excitation Urn by the relation

2 2K Um = ( 1- K)UE 5.1

This technique, since the time of its introduction by Goldman[s.7] has gradually

replaced almost entirely all other methods of magnetostriction measurement. The

reason for this successes, as also the problems associated with this method and

use of this technique as developed by Asgar[S.8]are as follows:
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Magnetostriction measurements are set with a large number of problems, strain

developes in a magnetic specimen when magnetized. This small strain is

dependent both on the direction of magnetization and its magnitude. Also the

state of zero average external magnetization may not correspond to the zero

magnetic strain, because the demagnetized multidomain state is neither unique

nor well defined.

In the displacement method Nazaoka[S.3]combined optical and mechanical

method. Here the specimen, by the displacement of its free end, the other end

being fixed, rotates a spindle to which a mirror is attached.

The difficulty with this method is that one has to use a big specimen to get

sufficient sensitivity. Again it is difficult to magnetize a big specimen in different

direction using rotating field maintained at uniform field and steady temperature.

Again this method can not provide the strain difference of two well defined

magnetic states and one has to assume equal distribution of the domains in all the

easy direction of magnetization in the demagnetized state, which may not be true.

The X-ray diffraction technique which was first used by Rooksby and Willis[s.9]

to determine spontaneous magnetostriction, measures the distortion of crystal

axes by determining directly splitting of X-ray reflection spots from different

crystal planes.

However, X-ray diffraction method besides being less sensitive is difficult to use

with different directions of magnetization. In using straingauge technique one

can get over many of these difficulties. The gauges can be used on a very small
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disk shaped specimen cut in a definite crystalographic plane and the gauge can

be bonded in a precisely determined direction.

The strain gauge works on the principle that when a fine wire in the form of a

grid or a thin foil, and embedded in a paper or epoxy film is bonded firmly on a

specimen and shows a change in resistance proportional to the strain.

We can write then relation as

dR=OdL
R L 5.2

where ": is the fractional change in resistance, G is the gauge factor and ~. IS

the strain along the gauge direction.

The magnetic strain in the crystal is determined from the change in resistance of

the gauge fixed on the specimen in relation to the resistance of another dummy

gauge bonded on a reference specimen using a resistance bridge in the out of

balance.

The mechanics of resistance change of the gauge wire under strain can thus be

quite complex. Moreover, the gauge may not follow the strain of the material of

which it is bond. Thus there is a affected bonding factor. In addition one has to

consider the thermally induced resistance change, when the dummy and active

gauges are at different temperature. The most important difficulty with the use of

strain gauge is dummy gauge on a suitably chosen non magnetic materials which

have the same thermal and thermoelastic properties as the magnetic material.

This ensures that the dummy and the active gauges are subjected to the same

strain and temperature except for the magnetic strain.
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5.2 Strain Measurements Using Strain Gauge

Experimental Details

In 1947 Goldman was the first to measure magnetostriction by the use of strain

gauge a folded metal wire, which can have a resistance of the order of 100 ohms.

The strain gauge technique is based on the fact that any strain characteristic of

the specimen on which the gauge is affixed is transmitted faithfully to the

electrically sensitive zone of the gauge and is observed as a resistance changes

which can be measured with the help of Wheatstone bridge. When the

temperature of the specimen is changed there is a further contribution to the

resistance change due to thermal expansion of the gauge wires, the gauge matrix,

the bonding glass specimen and the resistivity change and the change in gauge

factor of the gauge materials. Similar strain gauge known as dummy gauge is in

the other arm of Wheatstone bridge to compensate as far as possible for

temperature influence.

The measurement can be carried out with direct current or low frequency

alternating current (f<100 cIs) since the magnetic material to which the current

carrying wires are affixed can give rise to an inductive effect which changes

during magnetization. This method is also very sensitive, being capable of

measuring strains up to 10-8.The minimum dimensions of strain gauges are

approximately 2mm. Additional errors that can occur in this measurements is

magnetoresistance of the wire. At room temperature this is not greater than 10-7
•
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When more than one strain gauge (active and dummy) is used in a Wheatstone

bridge circuit, this effect is approximately eliminated if care is taken to ensure

that all the strain gauges are in the same magnetic field.

5.3 Gauge Factor

It is observed experimentally that the resistance of a thin wire varies

proportionately to the strain to which it is subjected, provided the temperature is

constant and the applied strain is small. This factor of the wire as the fractional

change in resistance per unit strain

i.e. G=( ~}( ~J 5.3

5.4 Experimental Set up for Measurements of Magnetostriction

The experimental set up consists of a strain sensing device, Le. strain gauges,

D.C. bridge for strain measurements, D.C. amplifier, electromagnet to produce

the magnetic field, A specimen holder with an arrangement for rotating the
specimen in the magnetic field by definite angles.
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5.4.1 The D.C. Bridge

A D.C. Wheatstone bridge is slightly out of balance condition measured the

fractional change in resistance in the active gauge. The components of the bridge

are shown in figure 5.1. When the resistance of the active gauge was changed

from R to R + .6R, a corresponding out of balance voltage developed across the

input of the D.C. amplifier. The out put of the amplifier is recorded.

5.4.2 The D.C. Amplifier

To measure the small out of balance D.C. voltage, the Model 140 nanovoltmeter

was used, which acted as a potentiometric amplifier and had a sensitivity of 0.1

micro-volt for full-scale deflection in the highest sensitivity range. A panel

switch selector permitted the meter sensitivity to be altered. Any A.C signal

super imposed on the D.C. voltage to be measured was almost entirely

attenuated, the filtering factor being inversely proportional to the frequency. The

zero drift was less than 0.1 ~V/hour when all sources of thermo E.M.F were

reduced by using low thermal solders and protecting the metallic junctions from

thermal fluctuations.
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5.4.3 Low temperature measurement technique

By the same way for measuring magnetostriction at room temperature with the

strain gauge techniqu&'method and with the Wheatstone Bridge we measured the

magnetostriction at liquid nitrogen temperature. We also measured the thermal

expansion by equation

!!J

a=-/-
!1T

where !!J is the thermal strain and ~T is the temperature difference.
/

5.5 Bridge current sensitivity and calibration of the D.C. Bridge

5.4

The current in the D.C. Bridge circuit, in terms of the parameters of the bridge

shown in figure (5.1) is

where

I - E x( M )
g -(B+D+ A + ~)(Z + N +A + ~) !+KM

5.4.1

K M(D+Z)+(B+N)(B+D+Z)
M(B+ D+ A+ ~)(Z + N + A+ ~)

Equation (5.4.1) is an exact algebraic solution for Ig where the circuit on the right

hand side of points PQ has been treated as a current measuring device of input

resistance Z. Since the bridge is only slightly unbalanced KM«I and the factor

(I + K!1A) can be replaced by unity. Also, since the input resistance of the

measuring unit is of the order of one mega-ohm, we can put Z -+ a in equation
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(5.4) and obtain the expression for the maximum voltage sensitivity

corresponding to B = 0 close to the balance condition of the bridge as

(
!1/g) ED

x= M 0'" (D + A)' 5.5

In our bridge D represents the resistance of the dummy gauge and A that of the

active gauge. Both have the same value of 350 ohm in the unstrained condition.

Thus the fractional change in resistance can be written as

5.6

Thus the out of balance voltage Z!1Igmeasured by the recorder maintains a linear

relationship with t>;: giving a constant sensitivity. The deviation from linear

relationship will only occur if the condition I +KM = I does not hold. It can be

shown that the fractional error 0.0I 'Yo. The bridge was calibrated by changing the

resistance parallel to the 10 ohms resistor in the arm N of the bridge. The

minimum voltage that could be measured without noise and drift was of the order

of 10-6. The gauge factor of the strain gauge we used was ("")2.02 as supplied by

the manufacturer and the voltage supplied to the bridge was two volts. Thus

maximum strain sensitivity was the order of 10-6 from equation (5.6). the

sensitivity of the bridge could be increased further either by increasing the

current in the circuit or by using higher gain in the amplifier. The upper usable

unit was determined by the maximum allowable joule heating in the gauges and

the signal-to-noise ratio.

For minimizing the noise, all the connections were made with co-axial cables, so

that all parts were screened.
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5.6 The Choice of DummyMaterial

Experimental Details

The identical behavior of the active and dummy gauges is the basic necessity for

justifYing the use of a compensating gauge for all strain measurements. The

nearest approach to this condition can made by subjecting the two gauges to

identical strain and thermal conditions used fused silica, glass as dummy material

for its negligible thermal expansion coefficient.

5.7 The Specimen Holder

It is very important to keep the temperature of the specimen and the dummy

identical for accurate measurements. Any difference in the thermal environment

of the active and dummy gauges effect the result drastically.

To keep the gauges in the same thermal environment a cylindrical shaped

specimen holder was made as shown in figure 5.2. It was made from a copper

rod of 16 mm diameter. Two identical groves of approximate thickness 7 mm

and width 10 mm were cut separated by a thin section of width 2mm. This

arrangement made it assemble to keep the active and dummy specimens as close

as possible.

The specimen and the dummy were fixed on the opposite faces of the thin

section. Two identical strain gauges one on the face of the active specimen and

the other on the dummy specimen were glued. Electrical connections from the

gauges were taken out through the hole of 2 mm diameter made in the centre
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specimen holder. The thinner section of the specimen holder of diameter 8 mm

and length was attached to a copper hollow cylindrical rod of internal bore of

8mm in diameter. This copper hollow rod in then hung from the rotator. A

copper hollow tube of 16 rom internal diameter was used as a jacket to keep the

active and the dummy at same temperature and to isolate them from thermal

fluctuations. The arrangement was found to be quite satisfactory.

I I I lBmmI I
I I

20mm I I
I I
, I
I I
I I ----:-T-
I I 4mm
I I ---t-

7m~~
24mm 2mm

L
f

7mm

-+-
4mm
I

16mm--l

Fig. 5.2: Specimen holder
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5.9 Specimen mounting

Experimental Details

The mounting of the specimen in the specimen holder has to be flexible in order

that the specimen can freely change in dimension. At the same time to avoid any

rotation of the specimen due to torque produced by the magnetic field, the

specimen must be held sufficiently rigid. The best compromise is made by using

a thin cork spacer between the specimen and the base of the specimen holder.

The specimen is glued to the cork by Durofix and the cork in tum to the

specimen holder. The mosaic pattern of the cork spacer allows the specimen to

expand or contract quite freely but constrains it from rotation due to body forces.

Comparison of thermal expansion of a brass specimen when fixed to a cork

spacer and when free showed that the constraint due to the above mentioned

arrangement does not effect the result.

5.9 The Gauge Cementing

For perfect gauge bondage between the gauge and the surface of the specimen it

is necessary to have very fine scratches on the gauges and specimen surfaces.

The specimen surface is naturally left with fine irregularities of six micron order.

The gauge is enclosed in a paper jacket which provides both insulation and

protection. The paper base also provides good bonding surface for the gauge on

to the specimen.
A thin coat of Durofix was applied to the gauge surface and the gauge area of the

specimens. Then the gauge was placed on the specimen surface and the small

pressure was applied on the gauge. The adhesive was curved for 24 hours at

room temperature.
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5.10 Calibration curves for magnet

The electromagnet that used for the measurement of magnetostriction calibrated

with electronic fluxmeter to an accuracy of about :1:1%. A conventional

calibration of current, I vs field strength, H is shown in fig-5.3

5.11 Bridge current sensitivity and calibration

The current used for measurement of the resistance changes in the gauges was a

D.C Wheatstone Bridge figure 5.1. It was included a reversing switch(s) to

acertain to what extent thermal E.M.F's into the circuit were effecting the nano-

voltmeter used was a Model 140 of high sensitivity and a period of2.5 seconds.

This low periodic time of the instrument enabled quick recording of out-of-

balance deflections thus minimizing errors due to drift and fluctuations from

thermal E.M.F's in the circuit. The bridge sensitivity changes linearly with

bridge current Fig;5.4 and Fig 5.5. Bridge current was restricted to a maximum

of25 rnA to prevent overheating in the gauge elements.

The components of the bridge are shown in figure 5.1 where A represents the

active strain gauge in contact with the specimen and D represents the dummy

gauge in the same environment as the active gauge. Any thermal fluctuations

which occurred in gauge A also accurate in gauge D and since these are in

opposing arms of the bridge, the net effect of the fluctuations should be zero.

Work on the bridge arrangement is to continue and it is hoped to amplifYsmall

D.C out put voltages from the bridge when measuring very small strains to

record the nanovoltmeter scale deflection. Also slow steady thermal drifts would

be recorded and allowance made for these in the calculation of results.
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5.12 Calibration curve for angle correction

Experimental Details

In an amorphous ribbon the magnetic domains of the different micro-crystallites

having random orientation make different angles with each other in the

demagnetized state. When the magnetic field is applied the magnetic domain

wall movement starts. In the initial state due to 180°domain wall movement no

contribution is there to the net strain of the amorphous ribbon specimen, because

the reversal of the direction of magnetization has no effect on the elongation of

the domain. In the second state with increased magnetic field the 90° domain

wall movement begins. This gives rise to magnetostriction i.e. changing lattice

dimension which is in our case is positive. This magnetostriction effect can be

looked at as due to predominance of the strain axes in the direction of the

measurements. The angle vs magnetostriction curve is shown in figure 5.6. The

angle vs magnetostriction curve showed a minimum at 90° and a maximum at

180°. The minimum at 90° is identified as the O-position of magnetic field with

respect to the gauge direction and the maximum at 180° is identified as the 90°

position of the field with respect to the gauge direction.
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Results and Discussions

Results and Dis(:ussions on Co-based Amorphous Ribbon

6.1 Field Dependen(:e Magnetostrktion of Co-based Amorphous
Ribbon

Magnetostriction of the Co-Fe-B-Si system of composition Coso-xFexBupilO

[x = 2. 4 and 6] have been measured using strain gauge technique. Each

specimen was subjected to increasing applied field and the differential

magnetostriction was measured due to rotation of the magnetic field from

parallel to the perpendicular position of the field with respect to the direction for

the strain gauge. There is a minimum field needed for saturation magnetostriction

for each specimen. The macroscopic magnetostriction representing the fractional

change in length of a specimen is related to the macroscopic magnetoelastic

constant which is considered as an average over the local elastic contribution.

Magnetostriction is measured using the relation

fiR t:J
-=0-
R I

6.1

where 1lf- is the fractional change in resistance, G is the gauge factor and r is

the strain along the gauge direction. This technique is developed by

Goldmann(6.1)Lee and Asgar(6.2)and others.

Assuming that the amorphous materials can be treated in the same way as

polycrystals in respect of the distribution of the strain axes, the linear

magnetostrictive strain can be written as

3 ( 2 1)A.=-A. Cos ()--
2 ' 3 6.2

where e is the angle between the direction of the applied field and hence

magnetization, and As represents the saturation magnetostriction constant. By
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rotating the magnet from perpendicular to the parallel position with respect to the

strain measuring direction, we find

2
As =3(AIl - A.l) 6.3

In order to find the exact direction of the strain-measuring gauges, which was

carefully bonded on the specimen along the length of the preparation of the

specimen, with respect to the direction of magnetization, magnetostriction as a

function of position of the field was measured. The direction of the field was

initially obtained arbitrarily with respect to the circular scale at the base of the

rotating magnet. From the graph of strains Vs field direction is obtained as

shown in figure 6.3.

The exact direction of the gauge related to the field was determined. This was

done by using the principle mentioned on reference 6.3, where we find that the

maximum differential change in strain occurs when the magnetization vector is

rotated by 90° from the position which is parallel to the gauge direction to the

direction which is perpendicular to it.

It is assumed that for sufficiently high field the direction of the field also

corresponds to the direction of the saturation magnetization. The

magnetostriction of these Co-Fe-B-Si ribbons with composition Coso_xFexBIOSilO

[x = 2. 4 and 6] in as quenched condition is measured, using a strain gauge

technique. The magnetostriction of the Co-based amorphous ribbons with

different fields are shown in figure 6.1. This field appears to be large enough for

the soft amorphous magnetic Co-Fe-B-Si system. This applied field is also much

larger than the effective internal field due to the demagnetizing effect, which is
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(

necessary condition for saturation magnetization. In order to find the saturation

magnetization we only need to measure the strain due to saturation magnetization

along the length of the gauge by magnetizing the specimen to saturation value of

3.4 to 3.6 kilogauss. In the direction perpendicular to the gauge and then in the

direction parallel to the gauge. By subtracting of the former from the later we

obtain the saturation magnetostriction constant using the equation (6.3). Each

measurement was taken three times with practically no deviations. After

saturation was reached at 3.4 to 3.6 kilogauss, the field was increased in steps up

to 4.16 kilogauss. No change in magnetostriction value was observed with

increasing field.

The saturation magnetostriction (As) and saturation field (Hs) for different

samples as calculated are shown in Table 1.

Table-l

Coso-xF exIJ IOSiJO x=O x=2 x=4 x=6
As at room -2.904xlO-{i -21.519x 1O-{i -15.646xlO-{i -14.308x 1O-{i

temperature
Hs in kilogauss at 3.4 3.65 3.4 3.4
room temoerature

As at liquid nitrogen -4.356x 1O-{i -26.301 x 1O-{i -21.336x 1O-{i -16.l74x 1O-{i
temoerature

Hs in kilogauss at 2.58 3.92 3.78 3.4
liquid nitrogen
temoerature

Magnetostriction versus applied fields for positive magnetostriction alloy are

displayed in figure 6.1. The minimum value of the saturation magnetostriction

measured for the sample of composition C076FeJ3JOSiJO is -14.308 x 10-6 and the

maximum -21.519 x 10-6 for 2% Fe. There is evidence of a decrease in

magnetostriction of the samples as it passes through the zero magnetostriction

composition. The saturation magnetostriction is a material parameter, whereas
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the longitudinal magnetostriction is essentially a convolution of the saturation

magnetostriction and the initial domain orientation of the sample. A connection

could be made between the two quantities if the initial domain orientation of the

sample were known. Specifically, if the initial domain distribution were random,

then the two quantities would be equal and the two sets of data could be

compared directly. The behavior of the magnetostriction versus composition

curves for the Coso-xFexBIOSi/O metallic ribbons is shown in figure 6.1. The rate

of decrease of magnetostriction with Fe content and apparent decrease in slope

near the zero-magnetostriction composition is shifted to a slightly higher Fe

content at 6% Fe. Thus the interpretation of the graph indicating magnetostriction

as a function of field is only qualitative except at the saturation magnetostriction,

observed value of shown in table-I. Figure 6.2 shows the magnetostriction of

COsoBlOSi/O as a function field. The saturation field is found to be 3.4 kilogauss.

This field appears to be large enough for the amorphous magnetic Co-B-Si

system magnetostriction versus field curves are shows negative magnetostriction

alloy are displayed in figure 6.2. The measurement at room temperature of the

composition COSoBlOSilOand have obtained the following value AS= -2.904 X 10-6

for the as-cast sample. The increase of As with magnetic field is associated with

negative for Co-rich alloys. The magnetostrictive effects originate from the local

strains which correlate As and (J)s to the local atomic arrangement. This leads to a

strong negative interaction of these properties on the melt-spun technique

parameters for Co-based amorphous ribbon.

Co-Fe-B-Si amorphous ribbons are of special interest because these magnetic

system, with a high percentage of Co having negative magnetostriction and with

small amounts of Fe having positive magnetostriction, are expected to behave as
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low magnetostrictive materials with high permeability. This expectation is based

on the corresponding behavior of crystalline Fe-Co alloys with strong correlation

between positive and negative mangetostriction of iron and cobalt giving rise to

soft magnetic materia!. The results are explained as due to minimum

magnetostriction of the alloy of composition C074FerJ3/OSi/O where the positive

contribution to magnetostriction due to Fe atoms components the negative

magnetostriction of the Co atoms most effectively. Our experimental results

show the iron free sample of the composition COsoB/OSi/O is negative

magnetostrictive. This is explained as due to minimum magnetostriction that

results at this composition.

6.2 Low Temperature Dependence Magnetostriction of Co-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

We have performed an extensive and thorough study of the low temperature

dependence of the parallel and perpendicular magnetostrictions in the present

series of compositions Coso_xFexBloSi/O [ x = 0, 2, 4 and 6], from around 73k up

to room temperature and upto maximum applied magnetic field 4.16 kilo gauss.

The effect of variation of low temperature on magnetostriction for amorphous

ribbons with composition Coso_xFexB/OSi/O [x = 0, 2, 4 and 6] are shown in figure

6.3 and 6.5. Figure 6.4 and 6.6 shows the saturation magnetostriction of

COsoB /OSi/0 as a low temperature dependence at applied magnetic field 4.16 kilo

gauss. The low temperature variation of the magnetostriction is increased at

maximum applied field for different amorphous ribbon of Co-Fe-B-Si system.

Confirming the dominance of single-ion contributions in these alloys, Co and
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Co-fe-based alloys again deviate from the pure single-ion behavior and their low

temperature dependence suggests the presence of two-ion contributions. The

occurrence ofa compositional and low temperature compensation of A,. in Co-Fe-

B-Si alloys confirms the presence of the two mechanisms contributing to A,..

Experimentally observed modifications of the magnetostriction constant of near-

zero magnetostrictive Co-Fe based ribbon with variation of low temperature may

be explained by a redistribution of the local easy axis directions while keeping

the electronic structure parameters unchanged at constant field. The experiments

may be interpreted by assuming that the local magnetostriction value are very

small and the low temperature changes upto room temperature increases of the

local magnetostriction tensor by amounts which are comparable to the original

value.

6.3 Low Temperature Dependence Thermal Expansion of Co-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

Thermal expansion measurements were performed between 73 K to 300 K using

a strain gauge technique. A sensitive electronic circuit detects the variation in the

output of the transformer, the sensitivity being estimated as :t3.5 x 1O~

equivalent strain. The low temperature measurements using liquid nitrogen. The

measured temperature accuracy was better than :t 2k.
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The effect of variation of low temperature on thennal expansion for amorphous

ribbons with composition Coso-xFexBlOSiJO [x = 2, 4 and 8] are shown in figure

6.7. The low temperature dependence of thermal expansion of amorphous ribbon

with composition CosoBlOSiJO is shown in figure 6.8. The thennal expansion

slightly depends on composition. There is almost monotonous increase of

thermal expansion with the increase of temperature for all the samples the fall

being sharper. Although these results are of interest from a practical view point

they are difficult to interpret quantitatively in tenns of directional order theory

because of the uncertainly as to the low temperature dependence of thennal

expansion and the uncertainly as to whether equilibrium was achieved at any

temperature. There is a marked anisotropy on the thennal expansion of these Co-

Fe-B-Si and Co-Fe-B ribbons at low temperature Co-Fe-based and Co-based

ribbons shows a positive thermal expansion perpendicular to the unique axis

even at room temperature. The thennal expansion measurements made

continuously and precisely in a temperature range can not only reveal the nature

of phase change in amorphous ribbon in that range of temperature but also

predict the direction of maximum dielectric anomaly in a amorphous ribbon. The

thermal expansion as a function of temperature was positive at all temperature

and increased in magnitude as the temperature was increased. The free energy

can thus be evaluated as a function of the lattice parameter and temperature. By

minimizing the free energy with respect to the lattice parameters, one obtains the

lattice constants as a function of temperature. The values obtained are not too

different, indicating a similar strain dependence for the Co-Fe exchange or Co-

Co exchange interactions along the series are could be anticipated.
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Results and Discussionson Fe-based Aamorphous Ribbon

7.1 Field Dependence Magnetostriction of Fe-based Amorphous
Ribbons.

The magnetostriction of thin Fe-Si-B ribbons with composition Fe90_xSixB/O

[x = 8 and 10] in as quenched condition is measured as a function of magnetic

field using a strain gauge technique. The magnetostriction of the amorphous

ribbons with different field are shown in figure 7.1. The saturation

magnetostriction for these ribbons have higher values for higher percentage of

iron. This quite understandable from the consideration of higher contribution of

magnetic moments in Fe-rich ribbons.

The saturation magnetostriction (A-.) and saturation field (Hs) for different sample

as calculated are shown in Table-2.

x=8
20.810 x 10-6

3.53
32.291x 10-6

nitrogen 3.78

x= 10
14.466 x 10-6

3.4
24.11 x 10-6

3.65

The reason for the variation of magnetostriction with change of composition is

assumed to be the varying contribution to positive magnetostriction from Fe in

their crystalline forms. The actual understanding of this compositional

dependence of magnetostriction requires a complete quantum mechanical

calculation of band structures of these amorphous systems. The value of the
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magnetostriction depends on the electron concentration such that

magnetostriction tends to be zero as the Fermi level goes to the degeneracy.

Although this theory is of sum qualitatively usefulness in understanding our

experimental results of magnetostriction in amorphous ribbons it cannot be

strictly applied in quantative terms.

These results are shown in figure 7.1 and studied the magnetostriction of

FesoSilOBIO and FeS2SisBlO at room temperature. The perhaps surprising result

found was that the material did not appear to be isotropic; value so As varied from

14.466 x 10-0 to 20.810 X 10-0 depending on the direction of field and

measurement. O. Handley[7.11.has discussed the possible origin of

magnetostriction in amorphous alloy. Band models which adequately describes

the magnetostriction of crystalline Fe-Ni alloys do not appear to apply to these

Fe-Ni and Fe-Co amorphous alloys. A localized spin model, which sums the

strain derivative of Pseudo dipolar interaction energies over nearest neighbors

adequately describes the magnetostrictions of crystalline Fe and Co. When

generalized to consider the amorphous alloys the model suggests that the short

range order of Fe-rich amorphous alloys resembles that of their crystalline

counterparts. Interpretation of the results in terms of a quantum statistical

mechanics theory suggests that one anisotropic mechanism for. positive

magnetostriction dominates in the Fe-based amorphous ribbons.
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7.2 Low Temperature Dependence Magnetostriction of Fe-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

Study of low temperature dependence of the parallel and perpendicular

magnetostriction in the present composition FesoSi/OBIO and FesJSisBIO from

around 73K upto room temperature and constant applied magnetic field 4.16 kilo

gauss, the low temperature dependence of magnetostriction of amorphous ribbon

with composition Fe90.xSixB/O [x ==8and 10] are shown in figure 7.2 and 7.3. The

origin of magnetostriction, in this case is most likely the internal stress. In this

case, it should be possible to substantially reduce magnetostriction by the stress

relieving due to the increase of temperature. This evolution can be associated

with a relaxation process, since relaxation produces an increase of the

magnetostriction in Fe-based amorphous ribbons. After the maximum

magnetostriction decreases with increasing temperature. This evolution of the

effective magnetostriction with low temperature dependence can be understood

from the two phase nature of the crystallized material. As already indicated the

value of the effective magnetostriction of the samples results from the balance

between the magnetostriction of the uFeSi crystallites and that of the amorphous
phase matrix according to

, ,Fe-Si (1 V ) ,amDr
J't.••. = VFe_S//L... + - Fe-Si As

where VFe-Si denotes the volume percentage of crystallized material.

The valUemeasured in the fully relaxed amorphous A. == 20.8101 X 10-6,which

can be considered as good estimation of the magnetostriction of the remaining

amorphous matrix. In particular, in this system near low magnetostriction
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samples can be achieved by controlled crystallization leading to a compensation

of the contribution of the negative magnetostriction aF eSi crystallites with that

of the positive magnetostriction amorphous matrix.

7.3 Low Temperature Dependence Thermal Expansion of Fe-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

Low temperature dependence of thermal expansion of as quenched Fe-Si-B

system with composition Fe90.xSixBIO [x = 8 and 10] have been measured by

strain gauge technique. A sensitive electronic circuit detects the variation in the

output of the transformer, the sensitivity being estimated as :t 3.5 X 10-6

equivalent strain. The measured temperature accuracy batten than :t 2 K.

Temperature dependence of thermal expansion of the samples measured by using

a strain gauge technique from 73 K to room temperature are shown in figure 7.4.

With increasing temperature thermal expansion monotonously increases for all

the samples, the fallon an average sharper. The thermal expansion of Fe-Si-B

amorphous alloy slightly depends on composition. These values obtained are not

too different, indicating a similar strain dependence for the Fe-Fe exchange
interaction along the series.

Anisotropic amorphous ribbon like Fe-based exhibit positive value of thermal

expansion at low temperature along one of the two principal directions. The

thermal expansion arise from the contributions from the acoustic and optic

modes such that optic mode are more effective in the c-direction whereas the

acoustic modes are highly predominant along directions normal to the c-axis
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Results and Discussions

positive values of thermal expansion found in Fe-Si-B amorphous alloys arise

from magnetic interaction or the 3d electron. Instability of normal modes of

vibration may arise from positive thermal expansion in amorphous ribbons. The

sign of the thermal expansion coefficient is governed by the sign of the volume

magnetostriction.
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Conclusions

Conclusions

Amorphous ribbons as a potential new medium for understanding secondary

magnetic effects by parameters like magnetostriction and thermal expansion has

been studied. Two sets of amorphous alloys were chosen with composition

Fe90-xSixBJO [x = 8 and 10] and C08o_xFexBII»ilO [x = 0, 2, 4 and 6] the melt

spinning technique has been confirmed as a very useful method of preparing

amorphous ribbons.

Amorphous Fe-B-Si and Co-Fe-B-Si ribbons are metastable form of alloy, which

has a great potential as a soft magnetic material. This material is magnetically

soft and is not likely to have magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to the absence of

crystalline structure. However, due to the preparation technique some induced

anisotropy is created in the samples because the ribbons are subjected to a

tension along the length during the preparation. Since this material is obtained in

the form of thin ribbons; it needs no further processing for the reduction of

thickness, as in the case of silicon iron transformer core material, for high

frequency uses. However, since Co-Fe-Si-B, Co-Si-B and Fe-Si-B are metastable

materials, their stabilities are affected by thermal and other agencies. This is very

important factor to be considered for technological uses.
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Conclusions

Although the magnetic characteristics of amorphous materials are discussed in

general, on the assumption that the amorphous state of magnetic alloy of a given

composition is independent of the technique used in preparing the specimen, in

reality the secondary effects like domain orientation and strain induced

magnetostriction of amorphous ribbons depend very much on the preparation

process. We have shown that non-local corrections play only a minor role for the

case of strongly magnetostrictive amorphous ferromagnets with A;1f around as in

-14.466 x 1O.{jto -20.810 x 1O.{jfor instance, Fe-Si-B alloys. Magnetostriction is

very important for technological uses. The magnetostriction of Co-based alloys is

around -2.904 x 1O.{jand for Co-Fe-based alloy is around -14.308xI0.{j to

-21.519 x 1O.{jFe-Si-B and Co-Fe-Si-B system is very important to study the

effect of these elements on magnetostriction. Since Fe has positive

magnetostriction while Co has negative magnetostriction, it is possible to reduce

the value of magnetostriction by changing the relative amount of the two

elements.

The effect of low temperature dependence on magnetostriction has also been

measured using strain gauge and a systematic increase of saturation

magnetostriction is observed with lowering of Fe materials.

Thermal expansion coefficient has been estimated by straingauge technique and

it is observed that the value of the expansion coefficient as well as its change

with temperature is low compared to crystalline material which is an advantage

for the application of amorphous materials when temperature change is involved.
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Conclusions

Since there was no temperature control system available, the temperature

measurement could not be made exactly in the low temperature region.

/
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Table 1: Data for Magnetic Field Strength

Field Current Fluxmeter Fluxmeter Average Magnetic Field
(Amp) Readin2(+) Readine: (~) Deflection (Gauss)

0.2 10 13 11.5 115
0.4 22 26 24.0 240
0.6 35 41 38.0 380
0.8 48 54 51.0 514
1.0 60 65 62.5 625
1.2 73 80 76.5 765
1.4 86 95 90.5 905
1.6 100 110 105.0 1050
1.8 113 121 117.0 1170
2.0 127 137 132.0 1320
2.2 142 150 146.0 1460
2.4 155 169 162.0 1620
2.6 169 186 177.5 1775
2.8 183 192 187.5 1875
3.0 197 207 202.0 2020
3.2 211 221 216.0 2160
3.4 224 236 230.0 2300
3.6 239 249 244.0 2440
3.8 252 263 257.5 2575
4.0 268 277 272.5 2725
4.2 281 298 289.5 2895
4.4 295 304 299.5 2995
4.6 308 318 313.0 3130
4.8 322 331 326.5 3265
5.0 335 345 340.0 3400
5.2 350 356 353.0 3530
5.4 362 369 365.5 3655
5.6 376 381 378.5 3785
5.8 391 . 394 392.5 3925
6.0 405 406 405.5 4055
6.2 416 416 416.0 4160
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Table 2: Data for Calibration oftbe D.C. Bridge
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Bridge Current: 20 rnA

Defledion in Nsnovoltmeter aRlRXI0~
0 0
4 1.6
7 3.5
8 5.5
9 7.4
10 9.4
II 11.4
13 13.5
IS 15.5
20 17.8
29 19.8
33 22.0
38 24.4
43 26.6
51 29.2
70 31.5
71 33.8
72 36.3
73 38.6
74 40.9
75 43.4
76 45.7
76 48.0
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Table 3: Variation of Bridge Sensitivity with Bridge Current
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection i\RIR=3.79x 10-6

Bridge Current (Amp) Nano voltmeter Reading

4 4

6 5.8

9 8

11 10.4

12 12.5

14 15
16 17
18 19

20 21

22 22.5

23 25

25 26.6
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Table 4: Variation of Magneto stricti on with the Angle ofField
Bridge Current: 20rnA,
Gauge Factor: 2.02,

Sensitivity per deflection MVR= 4.39 XIO-6

Magnet Position(Degree) Nanovoltmeter Reading Magnetostriction x 10-6

0 7.0 1.5213
10 8.0 1.8472
20 9.0 2.0646
30 10.25 2.2276
40 10.0 2.1733
50 9.0 1.9559
60 7.5 1.6299
70 6.25 1.3582
80 5.0 1.0866
90 3.0 0.6520
100 3.5 0.7606
110 5.0 0.8631
120 6.0 1.3039
130 7.0 1.5213
140 7.25 1.5756
150 8.25 1.7929
160 9.5 2.0646
170 10.5 2.2819
180 10.9 2.3688
190 10.4 2.2602
200 9.5 2.0646
210 8.0 1.7386
220 7.0 1.5213
230 5.5 1.1953
240 4.0 0.8631
250 3.0 0.6519
260 2.5 0.5433
270 2.25 0.4889
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Table 5: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Room Temperature
Sample: C07SFe2BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection MVR=4.83xl O~

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading x10~

0.2 115 -1.0 -1.5941
0.4 240 -1.25 -1.9925
0.6 380 -1.5 -2.3911
0.8 514 -2.0 -3.1881
1.0 625 -2.25 -3.5866
1.2 765 -2.5 -3.9851
1.4 905 -2.7 -4.3039
1.6 1050 -3.5 -5.5792
1.8 1170 -4.0 -6.3762
2.0 1320 -4.5 -7.1733
2.2 1460 -4.75 -7.5717
2.4 1620 -5.0 -7.9703
2.6 1775 -5.5 -8.7673
2.8 1875 -6.0 -9.5643
3.0 2020 -6.5 -10.3614
3.2 2160 -7.0 -11.1584
3.4 2300 -7.5 -11.9554
3.6 2440 -8.0 -12.7525
3.8 2575 -9.0 -14.3465
4.0 2725 -9.5 -15.1435
4.2 2895 -10.0 -15.9405
4.4 2995 -10.5 -16.7376
4.6 3130 -11.0 -17.5346
4.8 3265 -11.5 -18.3316
5.0 3400 -12.0 -19.1287
5.2 3530 -13.0 -20.7227
5.4 3655 -13.5 -21.5198
5.6 3785 -13.5 -21.5198
5.8 3925 -13.5 -21.5198
6.0 4055 -13.5 -21.5198
6.2 4160 -13.5 -21.5198
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Table 6: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Room Temperature
Sample: C076Fe4BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection ARIR = 4.31 X 10-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength(Gauss) Reading x 10-6

.

0.2 115 -0.5 -0.7112
0.4 240 -0.75 -1.0668
0.6 380 -1.0 -1.4224
0.8 514 -1.25 -1.7781
1.0 625 -1.5 -2.1337
1.2 765 -1.75 -2.4893
1.4 905 -2.0 -2.8448
1.6 1050 -2.5 -3.5561
1.8 1170 -2.75 -3.9117
2.0 1320 -3.0 -4.2633
2.2 1460 -3.5 -4.9785
2.4 1620 -4.0 -5.6897
2.6 1775 .4.5 -6.4010
2.8 1875 -5.0 -7.1122
3.0 2020 -5.5 -7.8234
3.2 2160 -6.25 -8.8903
3.4 2300 -7.0 -9.9571
3.6 2440 -7.5 -10.6683
3.8 2575 -8.0 -11.3795
4.0 2725 -8.25 -11.7351
4.2 2895 -9.0 -12.8019
4.4 2995 -9.5 -13.5132
4.6 3130 -10.0 -14.2244
4.8 3265 -11.0 -14.9356
5.0 3400 -11.0 -15.6469
5.2 3530 -11.0 -15.6469
5.4 3655 -11.0 -15.6469
5.6 3785 -11.0 -15.6469
5.8 3925 -11.0 -15.6469
6.0 4055 -11.0 -15.6469
6.2 4160 -11.0 -15.6469
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Table 7: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Room Temperatnre
Sample: C074Ftl(;BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection L'1RJR=3.77xlO-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-6

0.2 115 -0.5 -0.6221
0.4 240 -0.75 -0.93317
0.6 380 . -1.0 -1.2442
0.8 514 -1.25 -1.5553
1.0 625 -1.5 -1.8663
1.2 765 -1.75 -2.1774
1.4 905 -2.0 -2.4884
1.6 1050 -2.5 .3.1106
1.8 1170 -2.75 -3.4216
2.0 1320 .3.0 -3.7327
2.2 1460 -3.5 .4.3548
2.4 1620 .4.25 .5.2880
2.6 1775 -5.0 -6.2211
2.8 1875 -5.25 -6.5322
3.0 2020 -6.0 -7.4653
3.2 2160 -6.5 .8.0875
3.4 2300 -7.25 -9.0206
3.6 2440 .7.5 .9.3317
3.8 2575 -8.0 .9.9538
4.0 2725 -8.25 -10.2649
4.2 2895 -9.0 -11.1980
4.4 2995 -9.5 .11.8201
4.6 3130 .10.0 -12.4422
4.8 3265 -11.0 -13.6865
5.0 3400 -11.5 -14.3086
5.2 3530 -11.5 -14.3086
5.4 3655 -11.5 -14.3086
5.6 3785 -11.5 .14.3086
5.8 3925 -11.5 -14.3086
6.0 4055 -11.5 -14.3086
6.2 4160 -11.5 -14.3086
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Table 8: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: Co7sFe2BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection ARIR=4.83xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-{i

0.2 115 -2.0 -3.1881
0.4 240 -2.25 -3.5866
0.6 380 -2.5 -3.9851
0.8 514 -3.0 -4.7822
1.0 625 -3.25 -5.1807
1.2 765 -3.75 -5.9778
1.4 905 -4.25 -6.7747
1.6 1050 -4.75 -7.5717
1.8 1170 -5.25 -8.3688
2.0 1320 -6.0 -9.5644
2.2 1460 -6.5 -10.3614
2.4 1620 -7.0 -11.1584
2.6 1775 -7.5 -11.9554
2.8 1875 -8.25 -13.1509
3.0 2020 -9.0 -14.3465
3.2 2160 -10.0 -15.9405
3.4 2300 -10.5 -16.7376
3.6 2440 -11.0 -17.5347
3.8 2575 -11.5 -18.3317
4.0 2725 -12.0 -19.1287
4.2 2895 -12.5 -19.9257
4.4 2995 -13.0 -20.7227
4.6 3130 -13.5 -21.5198
4.8 3265 -13.75. -21.9183
5.0 3400 -14.25 -22.7153
5.2 3530 -15.0 -23.9108
5.4 3655 -15.5 -24.7079
5.6 3785 --16.0 -25.5049
5.8 3925 --16.5 -26.3019
6.0 4055 -16.5 -26.3019
6.2 4160 -16.5 -26.3019
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Table 9: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Liqnid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: Co76Fe4BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection LlRJR=4.31xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-6

0.2 115 -1.5 -2.1337
0.4 240 -1.75 -2.4893
0.6 380 -2.0 -2.8448
0.8 514 -2.5 -3.5561
1.0 625 -2.75 -3.9117
1.2 765 -3.0 -4.2633
1.4 905 -3.5 -4.9785
1.6 1050 -4.0 -5.6897
1.8 1170 -4.5 -6.4010
2.0 1320 -5.0 -7.1122
2.2 1460 -5.0 -7.8234
2.4 1620 -6.25 -8.8903
2.6 1775 -7.0 -9.9571
2.8 1875 -7.5 -10.6683
3.0 2020 -8.0 -11.3795
3.2 2160 -8.25 -11.7351
3.4 2300 -9.0 -12.8019
3.6 2440 -9.5 -13.5132
3.8 2575 -10.0 -14.2244
4.0 2725 -11.0 -15.6469
4.2 2895 -11.5 -16.3581
4.4 2995 -12.0 -17.0693
4.6 3130 -12.5 -17.7805
4.8 3265 -13.0 -18.4917
5.0 3400 -13.5 -19.2029
5.2 3530 -14.0 -19.9142
5.4 3655 -14.5 -20.6254
5.6 3785 -15.0 -21.3366
5.8 3925 -15.0 -21.3366
6.0 4055 -15.0 -21.3366
6.2 4160 -15.0 -21.3366
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Table 10:Table for Magnetostriction Measnrement at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: Co74Fe6BIOSiIO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection tl.RIR=3.77xlO-6

Field CUlTent Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading X10-6

0.2 115 -1.25 -1.5553
0.4 240 -1.5 -1.8663
0.6 380 -1.75 -2.1774
0.8 514 -2.0 -2.4884
1.0 625 -2.5 -3.1106
1.2 765 -2.75 -3.4216
1.4 905 -3.0 -3.7327
1.6 1050 -3.5 -4.3547
1.8 1170 -4.25 -5.2879
2.0 1320 -5.0 -6.2211
2.2 1460 -5.25 -6.5322
2.4 1620 - 6.0 -7.4653
2.6 1775 -6.5 -8.0874
2.8 1875 -7.25 -9.0206
3.0 2020 -7.5 -9.3317
3.2 2160 -8.0 -9.9538
3.4 2300 -8.25 -10.2648
3.6 2440 -9.0 -11.1980
3.8 2575 -9.5 -11.8201
4.0 2725 -10.0 -12.4422
4.2 2895 -11.0 -13.6865
4.4 2995 -11.5 -14.3085
4.6 3130 -12.0 -14.9306
4.8 3265 -12.5 -15.5528
5.0 3400 -13.0 -16.1749
5.2 3530 -13.0 -16.1749
5.4 3655 -13.0 -16.1749
5.6 3785 -13.0 -16.1749
5.8 3925 -13.0 -16.1749
6.0 4055 -13.0 -16.1749
6.2 . 4160 -13.0 -16.1749
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Table 11: Table for Temperature Depeudence
Sample: C078Fe2BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection 6.R/R=4.83xl 0-0

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano-voltmeter reading Magnetostriction
("K) xlO-o

-5.543 77 20 31.8812

-4.920 lOl 18 28.6931

-4.123 138 16 25.5049

-3.214 179 15 23.9108

-2.845 196 14.5 22.3168

-2.168 227 13 20.7228

-1.013 279 IJ.25 17.9332

-0.514 302 lO 15.9406
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Table 12: Table for Temperature Dependence
Sample: Co76Fe4BIOSiIO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection 6RJR=4.31xl 0-6

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano-voltmeter reading Magnetostriction
("K) xlO"

-5.543 73 20 28.4488

-4.920 101 18 25.6039

-4.123 138 16 22.7591

-3.214 179 14.5 20.6254

-2.845 196 14.0 19.9142

-2.168 227 13 18.4917

-1.013 279 11.25 16.0024

-0.514 302 10 14.2244

Table 13:Table for Temperature Dependence
Sample: C074Fe6BIOSiIO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection 6RJR=3. 77xl 0-6

E.M.F (mV) Temperature NanG-voltmeter deflection Magnetostriction
(oK) xlO6

-5.543 77 19.5 24.2624

-4.920 101 18 22.3960

-4.123 138 15.75 19.5965
-3.214 179 14.5 18.0413

-2.845 196 14.0 17.4191
-2.168 227 13 16.1749
-1.013 279 11.25 13.9975
-0.514 302 10 12.4422
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Table 14: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: C078Fe2BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection ~R/R=4.83x1 0';;

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano voltmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a=( ~VI)/~Tx 10';;

-5.543 77 20 85 1.9926
-5.012 97 40 120 2.0792
-4.019 143 44 167 2.2871
-2.970 191 31 206 2.4708
-2.313 221 76.75 224 2.6899
-2.168 227 59 253 2.7129
-1.021 279 31 290.5 3.2228
-0.532 302
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Table 15: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: Co76Fe4BIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection ~R1R=4.31xl 0-6

E.M.F (mV) Temperature Nano voltmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a=( ~Vl)l~Tx 10-6

-5.543 77 19 85 1.6892
-5.012 97 39 120 1.8089
-4.019 143 43 167 1.9114
-2.970 191 30 206 2.1337
-2.313 221 6.75 224 2.4004
-2.168 227 60 253 2.4619
-1.021 279 30 290.5 2.7830
-0.532 302

Table 16: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: C074F~BJOSiJO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection ~R1R=3.77xl 0-6

E.M.F (mV) Temperature Nano vohmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a=(M1)/~Txl0-6

-5.543 77 18 85 1.3997
-5.012 97 38 120 1.5418
-4.019 143 42 167 1.6330
-2.970 191 29 206 1.8041
-2.313 221 6.25 224 1.9441
-2.168 227 57 253 2.0458
-1.021 279 29 290.5 2.3532
-0.532 302
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Table 17: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Room Temperature
Sample: CogoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection L'iR/R=3.52x10-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xl0-6

0.2 liS -0.5 -0.5809
0,4 240 -0.55 -0.6389
0.6 380 -0.75 -0.8713
0.8 514 -1.0 -1.1617
1.0 625 -1.25 -1.4521
1.2 765 -1.5 -1.7426
1,4 905 -1.5 -1.7426
1.6 1050 -1.75 -2.0330
I.8 1170 -2.0 -2.3234
2.0 1320 -2.25 -2.6139
2.2 1460 -2.5 -2.9043
2,4 1620 -2.75 -3.1947
2.6 1775 -2.75 -3.1947
2.8 1875 -3.0 -3,4851
3.0 2020 -3.0 -3,4851
3.2 2160 -3.5 -4.0660
3,4 2300 -3.5 -4.0660
3.6 2440 -3.75 -4.3564
3.8 2575 -3.75 -4.3564
4.0 2725 -4.0 -4.6469
4.2 2895 -4.25 .4.9373
4,4 2995 -4.5 -5.2277
4.6 3130 -4.0 -4.6469
4.8 3265 -3.5 -4.0660
5.0 3400 -2.5 -2.9043
5.2 3530 -2.5 -2.9043
5.4 3655 -2.5 -2.9043
5.6 3785 -2.5 -2.9043
5.8 3925 -2.5 -2.9043
6.0 4055 -2.5 -2.9043
6.2 4160 -2.5 -2.9043
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Table 18 : Table for Magnetostriction at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: CosoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection Llli/R=3.52xl O~

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-6

0.2 115 -0.75 -0.8713
0.4 240 -1.0 -1.9362
0.6 380 -1.25 -2.4202
0.8 514 -1.5 -2.9043
1.0 625 -1.5 -2.9043
1.2 765 -1.75 -3.3883
1.4 905 -2.0 -3.8724
1.6 1050 -2.25 -4.3564
1.8 1170 -2.5 -4.8404
2.0 1320 -2.75 -5.3245
2.2 1460 -2.75 -5.3245
2.4 1620 -3.0 -5.8085
2.6 1775 -3.0 -5.8085
2.8 1875 .3.5 -6.7767
3.0 2020 -3.5 -6.7767
3.2 2160 -3.75 -7.2607
3.4 2300 -3.75 -7.2607
3.6 2440 -4.0 -7.7447
3.8 2575 -4.25 -8.2288
4.0 2725 -4.5 -8.7129
4.2 2895 -4.6 -8.9064
4.4 2995 -4.5 -8.2288
4.6 3130 -4.0 -7.7447
4.8 3265 -3.5 -6.7767
5.0 3400 -2.5 -4.8404
5.2 3530 -2.0 -3.8724
5.4 3655 -1.5 -2.9043
5.6 3785 -1.5 -2.9043
5.8 3925 -1.5 -2.9043
6.0 4055 -1.5 -2.9043
6.2 4160 -1.5 -2.9043
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Table 19: Table for Temperature Dependence
Sample: CosoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection ~RIR=3.52xl 0-6

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano-voltmeter deflection Magnetostriction
(OK) xlO-6

-5.543 77 -05 -0.5809

-5.213 88 -1.0 -1.1617

-5.012 97 -1.5 -1.7426

-4.019 143 -2.0 -2.3234

-3.219 179 -2.5 -2.9043

-2.168 227 -3.0 -3.4851

-1.363 264 -3.5 -4.0660

-0.532 302 -4.0 -4.6469

Table 20: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: CosoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection 8R1R=3.52x10-6

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano voltmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a=(~VI)/8Txl0-6

-5.543 77 18 85 1.3069
. -5.012 97 40 120 1.5153
-4.019 143 46 167 1.6699
-2.970 191 32 206 1.8587
-2.313 221 7 224 2.0330
-2.168 227 63 253 2.1112
-1.021 279 30 290.5 2.2729
-0.532 302
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•
Table 21: Table for Magnetostrietion Measurement at Room Temperature

Sample: Fes2BsSho
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection I1R/R=4.3486xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading X10-6

0.2 115 0.5 0.7176
0.4 240 1.0 1.4352
0.6 380 1.5 2.1528
0.8 514 1.75 2.5116
1.0 625 2.0 2.8704
1.2 765 2.25 3.2292
1.4 905 2.75 3.9467
1.6 1050 3.0 4.3055
1.8 1170 3.25 4.6643
2.0 1320 4.0 5.7407
2.2 1460 5.0 7.1759
2.4 1620 6.0 8.6111
2.6 1775 7.0 10.0463
2.8 1875 7.5 10.7639
3.0 2020 8.5 12.1990
3.2 2160 9.5 13.6342
3.4 2300 10.5 15.0694
3.6 2440 11.5 16.5046
3.8 2575 12.0 17.2222
4.0 2725 12.5 17.9398
4.2 2895 13.0 18.6574
4.4 2995 13.25 19.0162
4.6 3130 13.75 19.7337
4.8 3265 14.0 20.0925
5.0 3400 14.25 20.4513
5.2 3530 14.5 20.8101
5.4 3655 14.5 20.8101
5.6 3785 14.5 20.8101
5.8 3925 14.5 20.8101
6.0 4055 14.5 20.8101
6.2 4160 14.5 20.8101
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Table 22: Table for Magnetostriction at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: Feg2BgSiIO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection ~R/R=4.3486xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-ll

0.2 115 1.5 2.1528
0.4 240 2.25 3.3292
0.6 380 3.0 4.3055
0.8 514 3.75 5.3819
1.0 625 4.5 6.4583
1.2 765 5.25 7.5347
1.4 905 6.0 8.6111
1.6 1050 7.0 10.0463
1.8 1170 7.75 11.1226
2.0 1320 8.5 12.1990
2.2 1460 . 9.5 13.6342
2.4 1620 10.0 14.3518
2.6 1775 10.5 15.0694
2.8 1875 11.25 16.1458
3.0 2020 12.0 17.2222
3.2 2160 13.0 18.6573
3.4 2300 13.5 19.3749
3.6 2440 14.75 21.1689
3.8 2575 15.5 22.2453
4.0 2725 16.0 22.9629
4.2 2895 17.0 24.3981
4.4 2995 18.0 25.8333
4.6 3130 18.5 26.5508
4.8 3265 19.0 27.2684
5.0 3400 19.5 27.9860
5.2 3530 20.5 29.4212
5.4 3655 21.5 30.8564
5.6 3785 22.5 32.2916
5.8 3925 22.5 32.2916
6.0 4055 22.5 32.2916
6.2 4160 22.5 32.2916
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Table 23: Table for Temperature Dependence
Sample: FeS2BlOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection L'.R/R=4.3486xlO-6

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano-voltmeter deflection Magnetostriction
("K) xl0-{i

-5.543 73 18.0 25.8333

-5.213 88 17.5 25.1156

-5.012 97 16.5 23.6805

-4.019 143 15.0 21.5277

-3.219 179 14.0 20.0925

-2.168 227 13 18.6574

-1.363 264 12.0 17.2222

-0.532 302 1l.5 16.5045

Table 24: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: FeS2SisBlO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection L'.R/R=4.3486x 10-6

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano voltmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a=(L'.l/I)/L'.Txl 0-6

-5.543 77 22 85 1.9734
-5.012 97 44 120 2.0592
-4.019 143 50 167 2.2425
-2.970 191 34 206 2.4398
-2.313 221 7.5 224 2.6909
-2.168 227 67 253 2.7738
-1.021 279 15 290.5 3.2760
-0.532 302
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Table 25: Table for Magnetostriction Measurement at Room Temperature
Sample: FesoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection 6R1R=3.6527xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field NanDvoltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading x 10-6

0.2 115 0.5 0.66028
0.4 240 1.0 1.2055
0.6 380 1.25 1.5069
0.8 514 1.5 1.8083
1.0 625 1.75 2.1096
1.2 765 2.25 2.7124
1.4 905 2.5 3.0138
1.6 1050 3.0 3.6165
1.8 1170 3.25 3.9179
2.0 1320 3.5 4.2193
2.2 1460 4.25 5.1234
2.4 1620 5.0 6.0276
2.6 1775 6.0 7.2331
2.8 1875 6.75 8.1372
3.0 2020 7.25 8.7399
3.2 2160 7.5 9.0413
3.4 2300 8.0 9.6441
3.6 2440 8.5 10.2468
3.8 2575 9.0 10.8496
4.0 2725 9.5 11.4524
4.2 2895 10.0 12.0551
4.4 2995 10.5 12.6578
4.6 3130 11.0 13.2606
4.8 3265 11.5 13.8634
5.0 3400 12.0 14.4661
5.2 3530 12.0 14.4661
5.4 3655 12.0 14.4661
5.6 3785 12.0 14.4661
5.8 3925 12.0 14.4661
6.0 4055 12.0 14.4661
6.2 4160 12.0 14.4661
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Table 26: Table for Magnetostriction at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature
Sample: FesoBJOSiJO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection ilR!R=3.6527xl 0-6

Field Current Magnetic Field Nano voltmeter Magnetostriction
(Amp) Strength (Gauss) Reading xlO-6

0.2 115 1.0 1.2055
0.4 240 1.5 1.8083
0.6 380 2.25 2.7124
0.8 514 3.0 3.6165
1.0 625 3.75 4.5207
1.2 765 4.5 5.4248
1.4 905 5.25 6.3289
1.6 1050 6.0 7.2331
1.8 1170 7.0 8.4385
2.0 1320 7.75 9.3427
2.2 1460 8.5 10.2468
2.4 1620 9.5 11.4524
2.6 1775 10.0 12.0551
2.8 1875 10.5 12.6579
3.0 2020 11.25 13.5620
3.2 2160 12.0 14.4661
3.4 2300 13.0 15.6716
3.6 2440 13.5 16.2744
3.8 2575 14.75 17.7813
4.0 2725 15.5 18.6854
4.2 2895 16.0 19.2882
4.4 2995 17.0 20.4937
4.6 3130 18.0 21.6992
4.8 3265 18.5 22.3019
5.0 3400 19.0 22.9047
5.2 3530 19.5 23.5075
5.4 3655 20.0 24.1102
5.6 3785 20.0 24.1 102
5.8 3925 20.0 24.1 102
6.0 4055 20.0 24.1102
6.2 4160 20.0 24.1102
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Table 27: Table for Temperature Dependence
Sample: FesoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02

Sensitivity per deflection tiRlR=3.6527xlO-Q

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano-voltmeter deflection Magnetostriction
(OK) xl0-Q

-5.543 77 18.0 21.6992

-5.213 88 17.5 21.0964

-5.012 97 16.5 19.8909

-4.019 143 15.0 18.0826

-3.219 179 14.0 16.8772

-2.168 227 13 15.6716

-1.363 264 12:0 13.9839

-0.532 302 II.5 13.4012

Table 28: Table for Thermal Expansion Measurement
Sample: FesoBIOSilO
Gauge Factor: 2.02.

Sensitivity per deflection tiRlR=3.6527xl0-Q

E.M.F(mV) Temperature Nano voltmeter Mean Temperature Thermal Expansion
(K) Reading (K) a.=(til/l)/ti TxIO-Q

-5.543 77 21 85 1.6330
-5.012 97 41 120 1.6635
-4.019 143 44 167 1.7108
-H70 191 31 206 1.9285
-2.313 221 7 224 2.1096
-2.168 227 63.5 253 2.2082
-1.021 279 31 290.5 2.5154
-0.532 302
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